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Abstract

Parallel software systems often have non-deterministic behavior and suffer from reliability issues. A major deterrent in the use of sound and precise bug-detection techniques is the impractical run-time overhead and poor scalability of such analyses. Alternatively, strong memory models or program execution models could achieve software reliability. Unfortunately, existing analyses and systems that provide stronger guarantees in ill-synchronized programs are either expensive or they compromise on reliability for performance. Building efficient runtime support for enforcing strong program semantics remains a challenging problem because of the overhead incurred to implement the complex mechanisms in the underlying system. The overhead could be because of restriction on reordering of operations in the compiler or the hardware, instrumentation cost in enforcing stronger program semantics through a dynamic analysis, the cost of concurrency control or synchronization mechanisms typically required in such an analysis, and the cost of leveraging specific hardware constructs. Researchers have proposed strong memory models based on serializability of regions of code—where regions of code across threads execute in isolation with each other. The run-time cost incurred to enforce strong memory models based on serializability stems from the unbounded number of operations that are monitored by an analysis. This thesis solves this critical problem of providing region serializability at reasonable overheads and yet demonstrating its efficacy in eliminating erroneous behavior from ill-synchronized programs. Providing serializability of code regions using compiler
techniques and dynamic analysis while leveraging both generic and specialized commodity hardware, at low overheads, across concurrent programs having diverse characteristics—can make enforcement of strong semantics for real-world programs practical and scalable. This work presents a memory model based on bounded regions, called dynamically bounded region serializability (DBRS) and establishes the memory model theoretically—contrasting it with other memory models. It provides a novel technique, called EnfoRSer, that enforces the memory model practically, leveraging not only dynamically bounded, but statically bounded, intra-procedural, acyclic regions of code. This technique utilizes a lightweight conflict-detection mechanism and strong compiler transformations to enforce DBRS at low overheads. Further, an additional dynamic analysis based on prior work demonstrates empirically DBRS’s potential to eliminate real-world bugs. After establishing the benefits of DBRS, this thesis provides a mechanism to reduce the instrumentation overhead of DBRS enforcement by proposing a novel technique that efficiently hybridizes per-access locks and per-region locks based on the results of static data race detection, offline profiling, and a cost-benefit model. This technique demonstrates that for programs with low inter-thread dependences and high density of memory accesses, a hybridized synchronization scheme can enforce DBRS more efficiently. The first two techniques require advanced compiler transformations and per-access instrumentation for inter-thread conflict detection and resolution. These techniques also suffer from high overheads in programs with significant conflicts—pertaining to expensive conflict resolution. To purge the limitations of the first two techniques, this work provides a more practical and efficient solution to DBRS enforcement. This approach, called Legato, overcomes these complexities and uses widely available commodity hardware transactional memory (HTM) to enforce DBRS efficiently preserving all the benefits of the memory model. Applying commodity HTM to
enforce DBRS showcases a significant challenge—prohibitive “startup” and “tear-down” cost of hardware transactions. Further, the best-effort commodity HTM poses several challenges such as unknown abort location, transactions aborting for reasons other than capacity and conflict, and requiring an expensive fallback to non-speculative execution. We apply a novel technique that merges several regions into a single transaction in order to amortize the cost of starting and stopping transactions. Our approach resolves the other challenges with an algorithm based on control theory principles that enforces DBRS with lower run-time costs than our prior approaches. This technique eliminates the complexities of the previous two approaches and provides a simpler and a more efficient solution to DBRS enforcement. Overall, this dissertation, proposes a memory model with strong benefits in today’s concurrent software and evaluates three distinct mechanisms to enforce the memory model—each improving on the limitations of the other. Our evaluation demonstrates that low-overhead enforcement of DBRS is indeed feasible in today’s commodity hardware that eliminates several bugs in erroneous real-world programs; hence, advancing the state of the art.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Parallelism in the form of concurrency is now an integral part of performance-critical software. Limitations on fabrication cost, power efficiency, and heat dissipation on a single processor led to the growth of multicore systems. Multicore systems have spurred the need to write programs that efficiently utilize the parallel hardware. However, writing correct parallel programs remains notoriously difficult. Synchronization is at the heart of writing correct parallel programs but is expensive if not used judiciously. Programmers’ primary challenge is to strike a balance between performance and correctness. Studies show that even well-tested software has reliability issues [LPSZ08, GN08].

In spite of years of research in concurrency bug detection and companies spending a significant amount in testing software, real-world software have bugs [ACJL13, U.S04, LPSZ08]. Typically, parallel programs have synchronization bugs like data races. A data race essentially means a concurrent and conflicting access to a shared memory location by at least two threads. The existence of data races has serious implications on the semantic guarantees in the program. Existing language memory models provide strong guarantees in absence of data races. However, in racy (with data races) programs, commonly used memory models offer very weak guarantees to avoid any overhead in providing the guarantees. It is hard to write programs without data races; therefore, mandating detection of data races in production or at least during software testing. Unfortunately, the state-of-the-art...
data race detection is expensive and inappropriate for adoption because of unreasonable overhead [BCM10, FF09, BZBL15, ZLJ16, FF13, BCZ + 17]. According to researchers, Adve and Boehm [AB10], “Semantics for programs that contain data races seem fundamentally difficult, but are necessary for concurrency safety and debuggability. We call upon software and hardware communities to develop languages and systems that enforce data-race-freedom, and co-designed hardware that exploits and supports such semantics.” To alleviate this problem and provide stronger guarantees in presence of data races, researchers have proposed analyses and systems to automatically enforce data-race-freedom—enforce semantics equivalent to a data-race-free execution even in a program which by default is racy. Several runtime support systems and analyses have been developed to make the underlying program execution more restrictive in order to avoid data races or its detrimental effects on program behavior. Analyses and systems spread across strong memory models [OCFN13, MSM + 10, SMN + 11, LCS + 10], alternative synchronization and programming models like transactional memory (TM) [HM93, HF03, DSS10a], and deterministic program execution systems [RDB99, OAA09, VLW + 11, LWV + 10]. The practicality of these systems still remains a concern especially in production systems where overheads and limited scalability in these analyses deter their use.

Common language memory models in mainstream programming languages like C++ and Java provide weak semantics in presence of data races [AH90, MPA05, BA08]. Therefore, these memory models are essentially “weak” with respect to semantics in racy programs. The pervasiveness of software systems afflicted with data races generated the need for “stronger” semantics—provided by strong memory models. However, strong memory models usually incur the cost of enforcement. Typically, the cost comes from restriction on reordering of operations in the compiler or the hardware [MSM + 11, LNGR12, LNG10],
instrumentation cost in enforcing stronger semantics through an analysis [BZBL15], and concurrency control mechanisms typically required in such analyses [OCFN13]. The state-of-the-art techniques that guarantee strong program semantics on practical hardware are impractically expensive [BZBL15, OCFN13] or are incompatible with commodity systems—invoking custom hardware [LCS+10, LNGR12, AQN+09, CTMT07, LDSC08, AAK+05, BDLM07, MBM+06, YBM+07, BGH+08, PAM+08, CCC+07]. Therefore, we believe, research should be focused on systems that achieve a balance between semantic guarantees and performance—to attain an acceptable tradeoff for practical systems—deployable on commodity hardware and ready for use.

1.1 Motivation

A data race is a pair (at least) of conflicting accesses—at least one access is a write, on shared memory where the accesses are not ordered by a happens-before relation—a partial order that is the union of program order and synchronization order [Lam78]—implying concurrent accesses. Multithreaded programs are often poorly synchronized in pursuit of performance, leaving data races in the programs that generate ill-defined behaviors under current memory models. State-of-the-art data race detection is expensive [BCM10, FF09, BZBL15, ZLJ16, FF13, BCZ+17] making developers averse to using them. The common language memory models, provide strong semantics only in absence of data races [BA08, MPA05, AB10]; hence are weak. Programs with data races need stronger guarantees. Sequential consistency (SC), provides stronger semantics, by ensuring threads execute strictly in program order of individual operations. Unfortunately, SC is restrictive on both the compiler and hardware [SS88, LNG10, MSM+11, LNGR12]. Instead of restricting individual operations, stronger guarantees can be provided at the
level of groups of operations—enforcing execution equivalent to a sequential ordering of code regions, that is enforcing region serializability. However, existing solutions that execute groups of operations atomically, rely on complex custom hardware that vendors are reluctant to manufacture [CTMT07, AQN+09, LDSC08, LCS+10, MSM+10, SMN+11] Replication-based solutions require additional cores for running duplicate instances of the application [OCFN13].

Other solutions, can define new programming models (in contrast to memory consistency models) avoiding lock-based synchronization—that are susceptible to synchronization errors in multithreaded programs—and instead introduce alternatives like transactional memory (TM). However, after years of research, software transactional memory remains expensive [ZHCB15, DSS10b, SMAT+07, WMvP+09]. Hardware transactional memory is available in commercial processors but it is limited in several respects—size of transactions, instructions supported in transactions, the cost of starting and ending transactions [RB13, YHLR13]—preventing its widespread adoption. Further, transactional programs can have weak semantics appertaining to the interaction of transactions and non-transactions (accesses outside transactions) [SMAT+07, DS09, HLR10].

This dissertation attempts to provide a solution to the problem of guaranteeing reliable program behavior in presence of data races at reasonable run-time overheads—nearly an order of magnitude lesser than state-of-the-art detection of data races—on commodity hardware.

1.2 Problem Statement

Figure 1.1(a) shows an example program with ill-synchronized critical sections where there is a data race on the boolean variable flag which is meant to signal initialization to the
Figure 1.1: (a) An example program with ill-synchronized locks having a data race. (b) Transformed program but a region-conflict-free execution leading to a serializable execution (c) Transformed program with detrimental effect of the data race.

thread dereferencing the object reference `data`. Figure 1.1(b) shows an execution where the compiler reordered the two instructions on Thread 1. However, the code regions execute on each thread without conflict, leading to a serializable execution. Figure 1.1(c) shows the detrimental effect of the compiler reordering where the object can be accessed in an uninitialized or partially initialized state when the regions conflict. If the runtime enforces program execution semantics shown in Figure 1.1(b), then the program is guaranteed to behave equivalently to an execution corresponding to a correctly synchronized, data-race-free program.

Providing strong semantics to real-world concurrent software is challenging. Solutions typically require custom hardware [AQN+09, LCS+10, LNGR12, CTMT07, LDSC08] or additional resources like processor cores [OCFN13] and pure software solutions incur high
overheads [BZBL15, LCFN12, OAA09, LWV+10]. In this dissertation, we explore novel techniques to enforce strong program semantics through hybrid static–dynamic analysis and runtime support for ill-synchronized concurrent software. The techniques explored do not require any customized hardware and yet incur reasonable overheads. The key insight behind this work is the observation that a large percentage of concurrency bugs can be removed by guaranteeing atomicity of bounded (limited number of dynamic instructions) code regions and favorably—atomicity of bounded regions can be provided efficiently at reasonable overheads. The efficiency could come from bounding the code regions carefully, employing hybrid static–dynamic analyses, and leveraging commercially available hardware in order to practically accomplish the enforcement of strong semantics in concurrent software. *This dissertation defines a new memory model for bounded region serializability, provides compiler and runtime solutions to efficiently enforce the memory model on commodity hardware, and demonstrates substantial bug elimination coverage of the memory model across diverse real-world software.*

The techniques proposed in this work enable atomic execution of code regions at reasonable overheads. Analyses developed in this work, demonstrate a good cost-benefit balance such that the enforced underlying memory model eliminates concurrency bugs, achieves good scalability, and yet incur moderate overheads—all on commercial hardware.

### 1.3 Contributions and Outline

In the following, we briefly outline the work presented in this dissertation and highlight the contributions of the thesis. This dissertation is organized as follows: we discuss background and motivation on strong memory consistency models, strong program execution semantics, techniques to reduce overheads of analyses and systems, and background
on commercial transactional hardware in Chapter 2. The following paragraphs give an overview of each chapter.

Programmers find it notoriously hard to avoid writing programs with data races. Existing memory consistency models on commodity hardware are either relaxed—incurring low run-time cost and allowing ill-defined behaviors in presence of data races [AH90], or they are stronger—allowing fewer erroneous behaviors in racy programs, but at the cost of prohibitive run-time overhead [OCFN13]. Hence, our work targets providing stronger guarantees to programs with data races, on commodity hardware and at reasonable run-time cost. Chapter 3 proposes a memory model that provides atomicity of code regions. It restricts program behaviors to eliminate concurrency bugs without programmer intervention. The memory model is designed to strike a balance between the benefits of strong program semantics and the costs of providing those guarantees. The new memory model is called dynamically bounded region serializability (DBRS) that enforces serializability (atomicity) of bounded regions.

Chapter 4 describes a hybrid static–dynamic analysis called EnfoRSer that provides end-to-end support for DBRS. This technique requires the bounded regions to not only be dynamically bounded—every region executing a limited number of operations, but also statically bounded—every static instruction executing at most once in a region, to enable compiler transformations. Hence, EnfoRSer enforces statically bounded region serializability (SBRS), an instance of DBRS. EnfoRSer demonstrates that SBRS provides an excellent balance of practicality and strength: it is strictly stronger than SC, yet we show that the bounded nature of the regions offers opportunities for static–dynamic analysis to enforce end-to-end SBRS with reasonable performance on commodity systems. The key to EnfoRSer’s operation is the interaction between static compiler transformations and the
runtime system. Our evaluation shows that EnfoRSer incurs reasonable run-time cost and yet eliminates several concurrency bugs that are exposed under weaker memory models.

A substantial amount of research has focused on the synchronization cost in analyses that provide stronger guarantees to programs. It is essential to reduce the cost of synchronization between threads [BKC+13, CZSB16] but a considerable overhead in these analyses comes from the cost of instrumenting each and every memory access in the program [FF13, BKC+13]. Chapter 5 of this dissertation presents a way to ameliorate the instrumentation cost of an analysis that enforces SBRS. We enforce SBRS differently at even lower overheads than EnfoRSer. This technique called EnfoRSer-H, presented in Chapter 5, targets the reduction in instrumentation cost—the checks of ownership of locks at each memory access. EnfoRSer-H uses profiling to apply coarse-grained per-region locks or fine-grained per-access locks or both to regions—based on region characteristics, in order to minimize the cost of instrumentation. Our evaluation shows that this hybrid approach outperforms EnfoRSer presented earlier, for applications with low inter-thread conflicts and with a high density of accesses per region, and performs similar to EnfoRSer for other kinds of programs.

Finally, in Chapter 6, we present a novel approach that overcomes the limitation of the two prior techniques. This approach called Legato uses commodity hardware transactional memory (HTM) to avoid complex compiler transformations and heavy-weight instrumentation of EnfoRSer and EnfoRSer-H, and enforces DBRS at lower overheads. HTM as available in commercial processors poses several challenges that make its adoption non-trivial in enforcing DBRS. Legato uses a novel approach using control theoretic principles, that exploits HTM, to efficiently enforce DBRS.
This dissertation proposes novel solutions that provide atomicity of bounded code regions at low overheads—that justifies the practicality—of our proposed strong memory model based on serializability. The hallmark of serializability based memory models is that they allow several optimizations inside the regions—amortizing the overhead to provide the serializability. The thesis demonstrates efficient enforcement of strong program semantics in standard lock-based programs by eliminating several concurrency bugs at moderate overheads. This dissertation highlights multiple forms of atomicity enforcement techniques that lower synchronization and instrumentation overheads and proposes novel ways to utilize commercial transactional hardware in order to enforce strong program semantics. We demonstrate that our work successfully eliminates memory consistency and atomicity bugs in real-world software.

**Chapter 7** describes related work relevant to strong memory consistency models and techniques to efficiently implement static and dynamic analysis. **Chapter 8** covers ideas that might augment the DBRS memory model or improve the techniques enforcing the memory model, further, in terms of efficiency and semantics. In **Chapter 9**, we conclude our dissertation, discussing the contribution and impact of our work and summarizing each chapter with respect to the overall context.
Chapter 2: Background and Motivation

This chapter describes closely related work for subsequent chapters in the dissertation. First, we discuss the background and related work on memory models and the need for stronger memory models with relatively low overhead, which motivates our work discussed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. Second, we discuss related work on reducing overhead of dynamic analyses. This discussion provides background for our work discussed in Chapter 5. Third, we discuss background on hardware transactional memory (HTM) and present the basic semantics and programmability with a commercial HTM—which our work leverages in Chapter 6.

2.1 Essential Terminologies

Here we discuss some essential terminologies as part of background knowledge, essential to follow the contents in the remainder of this chapter.

**Serializability.** *Serializability* is a guarantee on groups of operations on objects modified by read and write accesses. It guarantees that the effect of execution of the groups of operations, is equivalent to a serial order of the groups (e.g. one at a time).

**Program order.** It is the union of each program thread’s sequential order of operations. Each thread must obey the sequential semantics defined by the programming language.
Synchronization order. In a programming language that defines synchronization operations, a synchronization operation might order with—*synchronize with* another—for example, a release of a lock synchronizes with an acquire of the same lock. This order is a subset of all synchronization steps in the program.

### 2.2 Memory Model

A *memory model* defines the possible values for a load from shared memory [AB10]. This dissertation is concerned with language memory models that must be enforced *end-to-end*, i.e., must be enforced by the compiler and hardware with respect to the original source-level program—in contrast to hardware memory models, which only guarantee behaviors with respect to the compiled program.

An execution has a *data race* if two accesses are *conflicting* (they access the same shared, non-synchronization variable, and at least one is a write) and not ordered by the *happens-before relation*, a partial order that is the union of program and synchronization order [Lam78].

Generally speaking, memory models—including all of the memory models we discuss here—provide strong semantic guarantees for *data-race-free* (DRF) executions. In particular, DRF executions provide serializability of *synchronization-free regions* (SFRs) [AB10, AH90, LCS+10]. However, memory models differ in the guarantees they provide for *racy* (non-DRF) executions.

**Strong memory model.** A *strong memory model* is one that allows a read operation \( r \) to only return the value of a write operation \( w \) such that \( w \) is the last write operation across all threads—that is a sequentially consistent (refer Section 1.1) execution, and under such a model, the set of program execution behaviors permitted is a strict subset of the set of
program execution behaviors permitted under a weaker memory model. In the context of this dissertation, a strong memory model essentially provides the set of program execution behaviors as that of sequential consistency (SC) or a stronger model.

**Weak memory model.** A weak memory model allows a read operation \( r \) to return the value of a write operation \( w \) such that \( w \) is not the last write globally across all threads, meaning, \( w \) could be a *stale* value, from the past, or even a value that has not been written yet—a *future* value. In the context of this dissertation, a weak memory model is the one that allows a set of program execution behaviors not allowed by SC.

### 2.3 Need for Stronger Memory Models

Memory models were initially specified imprecisely by hardware manufacturers. However, they lacked clarity and synergy with compiler specifications. Later, common programming languages like C++ and Java specified the language memory models more formally—which the compiler and hardware should respect to guarantee the semantics of the memory model [BA08, MPA05]. Hardware continued to take benefit from optimizations like speculation on data accesses and control-flow [SI94, AFI+08, int12, SSA+11]. Compilers evolved along with the language memory models and the focus was to allow optimizations that are valid not only in sequential programs but also in the context of shared memory parallel programs. However, from the context of parallel computing, these optimizations, in the compiler or the hardware, make reasoning about the memory consistency model more complex. To avoid complexity of reasoning and reduce restriction on optimizations, initial language memory models and common language memory models of today, adopted a *data-race-free* model [AH90]—that provides well-defined semantics for programs without data races. Essentially these memory models are *weak*, with limited or no guarantees
for racy executions. However, with more software systems afflicted with hard to find data races [LPSZ08], researchers strongly believe in the need to enforce data-race-freedom in the underlying systems, in spite of the presence of data races [AB10]—meaning defining strong memory models.

### 2.3.1 Existing Weak Memory Models

If a program does not have a data race, that is every pair of conflicting accesses (i.e. accesses to the same shared variable where at least one is a write) is ordered by the happens-before relation [Lam78], then a weak memory model may be sufficient to provide the behavior that the programmer expects. However, programmers either find it hard to synchronize their programs correctly or leave data races in the programs intentionally for performance [TNGT08]. The DRF0 memory model [BA08, MPA05, AH90] and it’s variants including the Java memory model [MPA05] are most commonly used memory models but they provide very weak semantics in presence of data races.

**The DRF0 memory model.** Modern shared-memory languages such as Java and C++ use variants of the DRF0 memory model [BA08, MPA05, AH90]. DRF0 provides a strong guarantee for any DRF (data-race-free) execution. It guarantees serializability (i.e., atomicity) of synchronization-free regions (SFRs).

However, DRF0 provides weak guarantees for racy executions. As discussed, for DRF0 to provide stronger guarantees in racy executions, solutions are required across the compiler, runtime, and hardware—which potentially can complicate the model and incur overheads for both racy and non-racy executions. Therefore, DRF0 provides guarantees for only data-race-free executions, that necessitate careful considerations of synchronization operations and synchronization accesses only. The C++ memory model is close to the
DRF0 model [BA08] providing no guarantees for racy executions. Java tries to preserve the memory and type safety of racy executions [MPA05], resulting in a memory model that is a variant of DRF0, although the memory model has flaws [A08].

**The Java memory model.** The Java memory model (JMM) defines the behavior of shared memory accesses on programs running in a Java virtual machine (JVM) [MPA05]. Thus, the JMM applies not only to Java programs but also to programs written in other Java platform languages such as JRuby and Scala. DRF0 is not sufficient for Java or similar languages that attempt to guarantee safety and security. Hence, Java attempts to provide safety and security in presence of untrusted code with data races. However, the task of mitigating damage in presence of data races, by providing memory and type safety, proved to be daunting [MPA05, A08]. In pursuit of enforcing safety, the JMM introduces a concept called *causality* that must be respected by compiler transformations in order to avoid so-called “out-of-thin-air results” (a concept that is not well defined but refers to executions that experts generally agree should be avoided and can violate memory and type safety) [MPA05, A08, BD14, FF10, CRSB16]. Although the JMM guarantees memory and type safety, it still permits unintuitive results such as loads of “stale” and “future” stored values, i.e., threads can observe other threads’ events happening in different orders.

Furthermore, researchers have shown that common JVM compiler optimizations can violate JMM causality rules and permit out-of-thin-air results [A08]. Thus, JVMs do not actually enforce even the weak guarantees of the JMM, and no one knows how to guarantee causality (and thus memory and type safety) without severely limiting compiler optimizations [A08, BD14].
2.3.2 Existing Stronger Memory Models

Eliminating data races effectively and efficiently is a challenging, unsolved problem (e.g., [FF09, BLR02, NA07]). Moreover, developers often avoid synchronization in pursuit of performance, deliberately introducing data races that lead to unexpected, ill-defined behaviors. Adve and Boehm and Ceze et al. argue that languages and hardware must provide stronger memory models to avoid impossibly complex semantics [AB10, Boe12, CDLQ09]. According to Adve and Boehm: “The inability to define reasonable semantics for programs with data races is not just a theoretical shortcoming, but a fundamental hole in the foundation of our languages and systems.” They “call upon software and hardware communities to develop languages and systems that enforce data-race-freedom ...” [AB10]. In pursuit of this overall goal, researchers have proposed stronger memory models at the language level, in the hardware, and end-to-end—meaning both across the compiler and the hardware.

Sequential consistency. Sequential consistency (SC) is an existing strong memory model where operations in each thread execute in program order but the global execution is an interleaving of these operations. Under SC, though reorderings are not allowed in a single processor, globally, all interleavings are still allowed. SC allows all interleavings in synchronization-free regions of code.

Providing end-to-end SC involves limiting memory access reordering by both the compiler and hardware, which slows programs and/or relies on custom hardware support that is unavailable [MSM+11, LNG10, AB10, RPA97, LNGR12, SNM+12, SS88, SFW+05]. Researchers have investigated the cost of its enforcement end-to-end, both in software and hardware [SFW+05, SS88, LNGR12, AQN+09]. It is difficult to provide SC end-to-end
cheaply without custom hardware support [LNGR12, AQN+09]. On existing compiler and hardware, end-to-end SC is hard to attain without incurring significant overhead, because SC essentially requires restriction in reordering of individual operations—forbidding several compiler optimizations and limiting instruction-level-parallelism in the hardware.

Though a significant body of research exists, that provides SC, the more fundamental concern is whether SC is sufficient to eliminate concurrency bugs. A key motivation behind the need for a new memory model is the observation that SC is insufficient to eliminate many concurrency bugs even at the high expense of enforcing it. Some operations that many programmers expect to execute atomically do not execute atomically even under SC (e.g., 64-bit integer accesses in Java; multi-access operations such as \( x++ \) or \( \text{buffer[index++]} = \ldots \)). In addition, programmers assume atomicity of high-level operations and do not reason about interleavings of individual memory accesses [AB10]. Under SC, it is still difficult and unnatural for programmers to reason about all interleavings, and for program analyses and runtime support to deal with all interleavings. Researchers like Adve and Boehm argue that “programmers do not reason about correctness of parallel code in terms of interleavings of individual memory accesses, and sequential consistency does not prevent common sources of concurrency bugs…” [AB10].

**Region serializability.** Prior work introduces memory models based on region serializability (RS), in which regions of code appear to execute atomically and in program order [OCFN13, CTMT07, MSM+10, SMN+11, LCS+10, BZBL15, LDSC08, AQN+09]. RS is appealing not only because it has the potential to be stronger than SC, but also because it permits compiler and hardware optimizations within regions.
The strongest memory models are those based on serializability of *synchronization-free regions* (SFRs) [BZBL15, OCFN13, LCS+10]. Notably, SFR serializability provides the same semantics for *all* executions that DRF0 already provides for data-race-free executions, and it does not restrict compiler and hardware optimizations beyond DRF0’s restrictions (essentially, no optimizations that cross synchronization operations). However, SFR-serializability-based memory models must support serializability of *unbounded* regions (since a thread may perform arbitrary work between two consecutive synchronization operations). Prior work provides serializability of unbounded regions: regions bounded either by synchronization or enclosed in transactions [BZBL15, OCFN13, LCS+10, HWC+04, AAK+05, BDLM07, MBM+06, YBM+07, BGH+08, PAM+08, CCC+07, HLR10]. Two main disadvantages in providing unbounded RS is as follows.

First, approaches that support serializability of unbounded regions, whether in software or hardware, tends to incur high costs and complexity. Software-based approaches slow programs by about 2X on average [OCFN13, BZBL15], although Ouyang et al.’s approach provides better performance if extra cores are available [OCFN13]. Hardware-based approaches can achieve low overhead by piggybacking on cache coherence events and extending cache metadata, but add significant complexity to support unbounded regions whose memory footprints exceed cache [LCS+10]. Similarly, *hardware transactional memory* (HTM) designs that support unbounded transactions incur high costs and complexity to track accesses and detect conflicts [HWC+04, AAK+05, BDLM07, MBM+06, YBM+07, BGH+08, PAM+08, CCC+07, HLR10].

Second, serializability of unbounded regions leads to potentially unintuitive progress guarantees (refer Chapter 3 for more details) [OCFN13]). For example, the program below cannot terminate under serializability of SFRs, but (with the assumption of a fair scheduler)
is guaranteed to terminate under SC—as well as under serializability of bounded regions, discussed next.

Initially \( x = \text{false}, y = \text{false} \)

// Thread 1:  // Thread 2:
\( y = \text{true}; \)  \( x = \text{true}; \)
\( \text{while } (!x); \)  \( \text{while } (!y); \)

**Bounded region serializability.** A class of approaches that support bounded RS—in which each executed region performs a bounded amount of work—have the potential to avoid the cost and complexity associated with supporting unbounded regions. The focus of our work presented in this dissertation is on end-to-end bounded RS, which several existing approaches provide by enforcing atomic execution and restricting cross-region optimizations in both the compiler and hardware [MSM+10, SMN+11, AQN+09]. Nonetheless, all of these approaches choose region boundary points arbitrarily and thus cannot provide any guarantee beyond end-to-end SC. Since the memory model does not guarantee any particular region boundaries with respect to the program source, these approaches are in fact motivated by their authors as providing end-to-end SC. Furthermore, they require custom hardware extensions to caches and coherence protocols [MSM+10, SMN+11, AQN+09].

### 2.4 Reducing Overhead of Analyses

In this chapter, so far, we have discussed memory models and program semantics in presence of data races. Researchers have proposed several dynamic analyses techniques to build software systems that not only enforce strong memory models but spread across other related goals—like checking atomicity [FFY08, BHSB14], enabling multithreaded record and replay [LWV+10, VLW+11, BKC+15, HZD13, MMN09, HLZ10], and supporting other programming models using software transactional memory [SMAT+07, SATH+06,
ZHCB15, DSS10b]. These runtime support systems add instrumentation each and every program access to control inter-thread dependences. Typically, the instrumentation could be expensive—incurring a fixed, high cost at every memory access called as instrumentation cost. This fixed cost could be low and instead, the cost of detecting or controlling inter-thread dependences through the synchronization invoked by the instrumentation—called as synchronization cost, could be high. We discuss background on these two aspects of analyses and systems which check or enforce concurrency correctness properties like atomicity, determinism, and in the context of this dissertation—data-race-freedom.

### 2.4.1 Reducing Instrumentation Cost

Runtime analyses typically add instrumentation to the programs in order to detect or control interleaving between threads in a multithreaded program. For most analyses, if a program is free from data races then instrumenting synchronization points is sufficient. Since real-world software have data races, analyses need to capture dependences between accesses on different threads by instrumenting memory accesses. Data race detectors [FF09, BCM10, BZBL15], record and replay systems [BKC+15, MMN09, HZD13, HLZ10] or software transactional memory (STM) systems [ZHCB15, HG06, SMAT+07] typically instrument each and every memory access to account for these data races. These analyses therefore suffer from a significant instrumentation overhead. Prior work has used static analysis to reduce checks at program accesses. A significant work exists in this area with respect to reduction of instrumentation in dynamic data race detectors. Choi et al. uses intra-procedural analysis to identify accesses which are guaranteed to be race-free [CLL+02]. Flanagan and Freund proposes an effective and generic analysis to reduce checks on memory accesses that can be used for any dynamic data race detector [FF13].
Their analysis is on lock-release-free regions of code but can also operate intra-procedurally. These techniques are primarily for reducing the overhead of data race detectors and adapting them to reduce the overhead of analyses enforcing strong memory model behaviors can be challenging. In contrast, our work described in Chapter 5, targets reduction in instrumentation overhead based on limitations of our analysis that enforces the dynamically bounded region serializability (DBRS) memory model (Chapter 3 and Chapter 4).

2.4.2 Reducing Synchronization Cost

Another key cost in these runtime systems, is the cost of synchronizing between threads to manage inter-thread dependences. Several runtime systems reduce synchronization overhead by using biased synchronization, that makes non-conflicting accesses fast by biasing the ownership of locks to a thread, but slows conflicting accesses substantially [BKC+13, RD06, KKO02, SGT96, vPG01, HG06]. If a thread owns a lock then no synchronization (i.e., inter-thread communication or an atomic operation) is required at an access. However, before another thread acquires the lock, it must coordinate with the owning thread to prevent a race condition since the owning thread can access without synchronization. Some techniques, including our prior work [BKC+13], support specialized reader-writer locks which preclude synchronization on read-shared accesses [SGT96, BKC+13, vPG01]. Biased locks perform very well for low-conflicting workloads but are expensive for high-conflicting workloads since resolving inter-thread conflicts require heavyweight synchronization. However, prior work tackles this issue by adaptively changing the locks from biased or optimistic state to unbiased or pessimistic state to avoid inter-thread communication [CZB14, CZSB16].
2.5 Transactional Memory

A multithreaded application often suffers from synchronization overhead to manage inter-thread dependences. Applications can use fine-grained locking with good scalability but higher proclivity towards incorrect synchronization; otherwise, they can use coarse-grained locking with inferior scalability but better programmability. To attain, best of both worlds, researchers have introduced transactional memory [HM93, RG01], where programmer specified code regions execute to appear atomically. Internally, the hardware executes code regions speculatively, rolling back the state before potential violations of atomicity. Therefore, programmers write code with coarse-grained reasoning but the hardware achieves the performance of fine-grained synchronization. Several proposed designs [HWC+04, AAK+05, BDLM07, MBM+06, YBM+07, BGH+08, PAM+08, CCC+07, HLR10] have influenced the growth of commercial hardware transactional memory [WGW+12, int12]. As background to Chapter 6 we discuss an instance of commercial HTM—Intel’s Transactional Synchronization Extensions (TSX).

2.5.1 Commodity Hardware Transactional Memory

There are instances of recent mainstream commodity processors supporting hardware transactional memory (HTM) to help developers exploit the potential of parallel hardware [int12, WGW+12, CCD+10, YHLR13]. In the context of this dissertation, we focus on Intel’s Transactional Synchronization Extensions (TSX) since Chapter 6 enforces the DBRS memory model using Intel’s TSX. We efficiently leverage HTM (specifically Intel TSX) overcoming the limitations of the software-based techniques that are discussed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. Intel TSX provides two interfaces: hardware lock elision (HLE) and restricted transactional memory (RTM). RTM allows programmers to provide
fallback actions when a transaction aborts, whereas HLE can only fall back to acquiring a lock [YHLR13, DKL\textsuperscript{+}14].

RTM extends the ISA to provide \texttt{XBEGIN} and \texttt{XEND} instructions; upon encountering \texttt{XBEGIN}, the processor attempts to execute all instructions transactionally, committing the transaction when it reaches \texttt{XEND}. The \texttt{XBEGIN} instruction takes an argument that specifies the address of a fallback handler, from which execution continues if the transaction aborts. When a transaction aborts, RTM does the following: reverts all architectural state to the point when \texttt{XBEGIN} executed; sets a register to an error code that indicates the abort’s proximate cause; and jumps to the fallback handler, which may re-execute the transaction or execute non-transactional fallback code. RTM flattens nested transactions [HLR10]. RTM also provides \texttt{XABORT}, which explicitly aborts an ongoing transaction, and \texttt{XTEST}, which returns whether execution is in an RTM transaction.
In Chapter 2, we discussed the need for stronger memory models (refer section 2.3). In this chapter we propose a memory model that is based on providing serializability of code regions. It is challenging to provide atomicity to large synchronization-free regions of code at low overheads, especially in programs with data races. Several bugs in real-world code are pertaining to data races and do not involve the entire synchronization-free regions [LPSZ08, FF10, CRSB16, ZdKL+13]. Intuitively, providing atomicity of bounded code regions might eliminate several real-world concurrency bugs. In this dissertation, we investigate compiler and runtime techniques to provide strong semantics and a technique that leverages commodity hardware transactional memory to overcome the drawbacks of the software based approach.

Essentially, bounding the size of regions means bounding the number of dynamic operations executed in a code region. Bounding regions limits the cost of misspeculation if the regions are executed speculatively. Intuitively, to enable compiler techniques for enforcing atomicity of code regions, regions need to be bounded not only dynamically but statically as well. If regions are extremely small, several bad interleavings in buggy programs, will persist and can lead to unexpected behavior. In this chapter, we design a memory model that selects the code regions for atomicity enforcement carefully, so as to achieve efficiency in performance and effectiveness in bug elimination.
An discussed in Chapter 2, an alternative approach for providing sequential consistency (SC) is to provide region serializability (RS) of dynamically executed regions of code [LCS+10, MSM+10, SMN+11, GG91, AQN+09, EDLC+12, LDSC08]. RS can be advantageous since it allows compiler and hardware reordering of accesses within code regions. However, prior work that uses RS for SC relies on new hardware, adds high overhead, and/or checks SC instead of enforcing it, risking unexpected failures.

Recent work focuses on RS of regions bounded only by synchronization operations, a memory model we call full-SFR RS [LCS+10, OCFN13]. While full-SFR RS is clearly a strong memory model, it may not be realistic to enforce it—even with custom hardware support. Prior work relies on complex custom hardware and check (rather than enforce) full-SFR RS [LCS+10], or they rely on page-protection-based speculation which incurs high overhead on programs, nearly 100% or more (unless extra cores are available) [OCFN13].

In this chapter, we propose a memory model that is strictly stronger than SC and is intended to achieve a balance between strength and practicality of enforcement. In this chapter we describe the rationale behind selecting this memory model, the features of the memory model, potential advantages and disadvantages in comparison to other memory models, and progress guarantees under this memory model. In Chapter 4, we present an analysis called EnfoRSer that demonstrates the practical enforcement of this memory model on commodity hardware.

3.1 Dynamically Bounded Region Serializability

This work proposes a strong memory model that can be achieved with reasonable efficiency in commodity systems. Inspired by prior work that provides RS, our approach is
based on enforcing RS. Full-SFR RS is a very strong memory model, but it is inherently difficult to enforce without heavyweight support for conflict detection and speculation, which is expensive in software and complex in hardware. Therefore, our proposed memory model tries to balance strength and practicality.

Two main observations guide our decision. First, enforcing RS of *dynamically bounded* regions (i.e., each region executes a bounded number of operations) permits conservative conflict detection, since the cost of imprecision is bounded. Second, RS of not only dynamically but also *statically bounded* regions (i.e., an executing region executes each static instruction at most once) enables powerful static compiler transformations for making the regions atomic. Based on these insights, we propose a memory model called *dynamically bounded region serializability* (DBRS), that guarantees RS of dynamically bounded regions—regions demarcated at synchronization operations, loop back edges and method calls. Section 3.3 evaluates DBRS’s potential in avoiding real-world program bugs. Here we discuss potential advantages and disadvantages of DBRS relative to other memory models. Theoretically DBRS can be enforced selecting other program points as region boundaries. However, the technique discussed in Chapter 4 uses compiler transformations that are simplified when the regions are statically bounded—each region executes a static instruction once. Chapter 4 describes this memory model as *statically bounded region serializability* (SBRS); essentially the same memory model but with an additional constraint that the regions are statically bounded.

### 3.2 Strength and Progress Guarantees of DBRS as a Memory Model

**Potential advantages and disadvantages.** DBRS makes software more reliable than under DRF0-based models. It not only provides SC, thus avoiding hard-to-reason-about SC
violations (e.g., double-checked locking errors), but also eliminates all violations of atom-
icty of dynamically bounded regions, e.g., common buggy patterns such as improperly
synchronized read–modify–write accesses and accesses to multiple variables. The follow-
ing code snippets will execute atomically under DBRS:

- $x += 42$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(read–modify–write)}
- if (o != null) { . . . = o.f; }  \hspace{1cm} \text{(check before use)}
- buffer[pos++] = value  \hspace{1cm} \text{(multi-variable operation)}

Additionally, DBRS restricts possible program behaviors, making the job of various static
and dynamic analyses or runtime systems simpler by assuming DBRS. Current analyses
and runtimes either (unsoundly) assume there are no data races in the program,\(^1\) or they
consider the effects but incur increased overhead. The model checker CHESS considers
many possible interleavings because of the effects of data races [MQ07, BM08]. Static
dataflow analysis must account for racy executions to be sound [CVJL08]. Software-based
multithreaded record & replay needs to deal with the possibility of data races [VLW\(^+\)11]:
RecPlay assumes data race freedom unsoundly to reduce costs [RDB99]; Chimera shows
that handling data races could lead to prohibitively high overhead [LCFN12]; other ap-
proaches sidestep this problem but incur other disadvantages or limitations such as not
supporting both online and offline replay [PZX\(^+\)09, LWV\(^+\)10] or requiring extra processor
cores [VLW\(^+\)11].

\(^1\)In theory, a static or dynamic analysis for C++ can provide any behavior for racy executions and still
be sound, since C++ (unlike Java) provides no semantics for racy executions [BA08]. Real-world programs
have data races, so it is practical for analyses to behave reasonably in their presence.
Optimizations such as method inlining and loop unrolling, increase the size of dynamically bounded regions beyond the source-code level, eliminating more bugs. Since reorderings are allowed within the regions, it expands the scope of possible compiler reordering optimizations. Since these optimizations make regions strictly larger than they appear to be at the source-code level, the atomicity of source-code-level regions still holds.

DBRS is clearly not as strong as full-SFR RS, which will potentially eliminate more errors and allow fewer interleavings for static and dynamic analyses to consider. It might be more natural to reason about full-SFR RS, which requires considering only synchronization operations, than DBRS, which requires reasoning about method and loop boundaries as well. On the other hand, full-SFR RS requires interprocedural reasoning: a region is synchronization free only if (transitively) all of its callee methods are synchronization free.

We suspect that DBRS and full-SFR RS are advantageous not for programmability, but rather for enforcing behaviors that many programmers already assume.

**Progress.** A program can be unable to make progress under DBRS even though it might make progress under SC. For example, the following program might terminate—but is not guaranteed to terminate—under SC:

Initially $x = \text{false}$, $y = \text{false}$, $done = \text{false}$

```plaintext
// T1:
while (!done) {
  x = !x;
  y = !y;
}

// T2:
while (true) {
  if (x \neq y) break;
}
done = true;
```

In contrast, under DBRS, each loop body executes atomically, so the program cannot terminate.

Interestingly, full-SFR RS can impede the progress of a program for which SC guarantees progress, although full-SFR RS guarantees progress for any program for which $DFO$
guarantees progress. For example, the following program always terminates under SC; cannot terminate under full-SFR RS (any terminating execution would violate full-SFR RS); and may or may not terminate under DRF0 (e.g., the compiler can legally hoist each load out of its loop):

```
Initially x = false, y = false

// T1:
y = true;
while (!x);

// T2:
x = true;
while (!y);
```

Under DBRS, this program always terminates because regions are dynamically bounded.

**Proof of progress under DBRS.** If SC guarantees progress\(^2\) for a program, DBRS guarantees progress for that program. Suppose SC guarantees progress for all executions of a program but there exists an execution \(e\) of the program under DBRS that does not guarantee progress. By the definition of DBRS, \(e\) is some serial interleaving of dynamically bounded regions. By the definition of serializability, each region appears to execute in isolation, and hence executes in accordance with program order. Moreover, each thread’s regions appear in program order. Hence, \(e\) is some interleaving of operations that respects program order. Moreover, because each dynamically bounded region executes a bounded number of instructions, no thread in \(e\) can starve. Thus, \(e\) is equivalent to an SC execution with a fair thread scheduler (in particular, executing under SC with a thread scheduler that only context switches at region boundaries). Hence, there exists an SC execution that does not terminate which contradicts our assumption and hence proved by contradiction.

\(^2\)We assume a fair scheduler that does not allow any thread to starve.
3.3 Avoiding Erroneous Behavior

This section describes a limited study of one of DBRS’s potential benefits: its ability to automatically avoid errors caused by data races. To help expose such errors, we have implemented adversarial memory (AM), a dynamic analysis that helps expose behaviors that are allowed under the Java memory model [FF10, MPA05]. (Similar behaviors are possible under other language memory models including C++’s [BA08].) Under AM, each load from memory can choose from a buffer of stored values; the load may choose any value that does not violate established happens-before relationships. AM instruments potentially racy memory locations, identified by a sound dynamic race detector based on the FastTrack algorithm [FF09, BCM10].

We first identify potential errors by executing programs with AM. We use the DaCapo [BGH+06] and SPECjbb benchmarks³, as well as the smaller Java Grande benchmarks [SBO01] evaluated by the AM paper [FF10]. In Chapter 4, we describe a technique call EnfoRSer, to practically enforce DBRS on commodity hardware. EnfoRSer is an efficient approach that leverages compiler transformations and two-phase locking. This section discusses results that highlight the potential of DBRS as a memory model using EnfoRSer as the technique. Note that this evaluation, to study the strength of DBRS as a memory model, could be implemented using other programming models like transactional memory (TM) [HM93] (although TM is inefficient in the context of DBRS: Section 4.5) or even a simple, inefficient global lock that enforces atomicity of dynamically bounded regions.

Since the EnfoRSer implementation enforces DBRS only in Jikes RVM’s [AAB+05] (refer Section 4.3) optimizing compiler, our experiments forcibly compile all methods with

Table 3.1: Errors exposed by adversarial memory (AM) that are possible under the Java memory model, and whether the errors are possible under SC and DBRS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>JMM (AM alone)</th>
<th>SC (perturbation &amp; inspection)</th>
<th>DBRS (AM + EnfoRSer)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hsqldb6</td>
<td>Infinite loop</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sunflow9</td>
<td>Null ptr exception</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jbb2000</td>
<td>Corrupt output</td>
<td>Corrupt output</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jbb2000</td>
<td>Infinite loop</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sor</td>
<td>Infinite loop</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lufact</td>
<td>Infinite loop</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moldyn</td>
<td>Infinite loop</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>raytracer</td>
<td>Fails validation</td>
<td>Fails validation</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To evaluate DBRS’s ability to avoid these errors, we use AM and EnfoRSer in the same execution. The compiler performs EnfoRSer’s compiler transformations, followed by AM’s instrumentation of racy loads and stores. We integrate EnfoRSer and AM by making AM aware of the happens-before edges established by EnfoRSer’s locks (e.g., coordination between threads) (refer Chapter 4 for the EnfoRSer mechanisms). The DBRS column shows its potential to successfully avoid all erroneous behavior, by providing atomicity of dynamically bounded regions, even in the presence of data races.

We have also determined whether these erroneous behaviors are possible under sequential consistency (SC). Despite the fact that these errors do not occur in typical runs (i.e., runs without AM), two of the errors are still possible under SC (the SC column):
SPECjbb2000 uses unsynchronized updates to a shared (64-bit) long field to keep track of elapsed time in milliseconds. Java makes no guarantees for the atomicity of accesses to the low and high 32 bits of a long [LY99, FF10]. We confirmed an atomicity violation by inspecting the code. We were not able to reproduce a violation since it would take a very long time to overflow the counter’s low bits (AM in fact exposes a visibility error by reading a stale value). DBRS avoids the errors since it inherently makes accesses to long fields atomic.

In raytracer, multiple threads perform additions to a shared int field called checksum1:

```java
checksum1 = checksum1 + val; // val is thread local
```

Under SC, the program still computes an incorrect checksum if two threads’ load–add–store operations interleave. DBRS eliminates the error by making the load–add–store atomic. SC eliminates the other errors exposed by AM. We find that five out of six of these errors are visibility errors: a thread sees a “stale” value not possible under an SC execution. For each of these errors, a loop cannot terminate because it repeatedly sees a shared variable’s stale value instead of an up-to-date value. The sixth error is in sunflow9, which throws an exception when it reads and then dereferences a stale value of null. We have been unable to expose this error under SC (or DBRS), suggesting that it is an SC violation.

In general, many real-world atomicity violations are possible under SC (e.g., [LPSZ08, ZdKL+13, LTQZ06]). If the region that requires atomicity is small enough, DBRS eliminates the error.
3.4 Summary

We have proposed a memory model that will provide serializability of dynamically bounded regions of code. Dynamically bounding regions should bound the cost of conflict detection and misspeculation. Several challenges exist in enforcing DBRS. The approach should use a lightweight mode of conflict detection and resolution. The approach might use a speculative execution technique that exploits compiler transformations. Compiler transformations, if used to provide atomicity of regions should tackle challenges like aliasing in static analysis, consider control-flow in the transformations and generate efficient code. The details of our algorithms that resolve these challenges and enforce this memory model are provided in Chapter 4. We empirically evaluate the utility of this memory model to demonstrate that DBRS not only provides SC but eliminates several other subtle errors due to violations of atomicity. We provide alternate, and more efficient form of software-based DBRS enforcement in Chapter 5. We extend our ideas to overcome any drawbacks of these software-based approaches by leveraging commodity hardware transactional memory to enforce this memory model in Chapter 6.

3.5 Impact and Meaning

DBRS as a memory model shows excellent coverage in eliminating harmful SC violations and atomicity violations from ill-synchronized code. Section 3.3, clearly demonstrates that the memory model is strictly stronger than SC. If compiler and runtime techniques could efficiently enforce atomicity of dynamically bounded regions, then potentially, the goal of enforcing data-race-freedom could be realized on commodity systems. The hallmark of DBRS is that it allows compiler and hardware optimizations within the
peripheries of a region. We expect, that the relaxed restrictions on optimization, could amortize the run-time overhead of the memory model.
Chapter 4: Hybrid Static–Dynamic Analysis for Statically Bounded Region Serializability

We have introduced our proposed memory model, DBRS, for providing strong semantics in Chapter 3. Serializability of dynamically bounded regions is an appealing proposition since we expect it to restrict several buggy interleavings in racy programs while still allowing optimizations within a region. The bounded nature of the regions should enable enforcement of DBRS at reasonable overheads. Our overall objective, to develop techniques that can be effective on commodity hardware, to enforce strong semantics can only be realized through software-based analyses that incur reasonable overheads. Next, we propose lightweight mechanisms to enforce atomicity of dynamically bounded regions. In this chapter, we explore a novel hybrid static–dynamic analysis called EnfoRSer to demonstrate that DBRS can be enforced practically on commodity systems. In Section 3.3, we have shown the bug elimination potential of DBRS by implementing a separate analysis to expose bugs and using EnfoRSer to eliminate the exposed bugs; here we will present the EnfoRSer analysis in detail.

EnfoRSer’s static and dynamic components rely on regions being both statically and dynamically bounded; statically bounded means that when the region executes, each static instruction executes at most once. EnfoRSer thus enforces the same memory model as DBRS but calls it statically bounded region serializability (SBRS), which bounds regions
at loop back edges and method calls and returns, as well as synchronization operations.
For the remainder of this chapter and Chapter 5 we use the term SBRS for essentially the
same memory model as DBRS since the compiler transformations require the regions to be
statically bounded for simplicity and correctness.
Figure 4.1: The transformations performed by an EnfoRSer-enabled optimizing compiler. Boxes shaded gray show existing compiler optimizations. Dashed boxes indicate transformations performed once on each region.
4.1 Design of EnfoRSer

This section describes EnfoRSer, a hybrid static–dynamic analysis that enforces end-to-end SBRS.

4.1.1 Overview

To enforce SBRS, EnfoRSer’s compiler pass partitions the program into regions bounded by synchronization operations, method calls, and loop back edges. Dynamic analysis then enforces atomicity of regions. A naïve approach for enforcing atomicity is as follows. First, associate a “lock” with each potentially shared object\(^4\) (e.g., by adding a header word to each object that tracks the object’s ownership state). Henceforth, this chapter uses the term “lock” to refer to per-objects locks that are added by EnfoRSer and acquired by its instrumentation and are not available to programmers. Second, instrument the region to ensure that (1) a thread owns lock on an object before it is accessed in the region and (2) the region releases locks only when it ends. This approach implements two-phase locking, so the execution will be equivalent to a serialized execution of regions.

This naïve approach has two limitations. First, because threads can access objects in any order, and per-access locks must be held until the end of the region to satisfy two-phase locking, a thread can deadlock while executing a region that attempts to acquire multiple locks. EnfoRSer solves this problem by applying a compile-time atomicity transformation: if a thread cannot acquire a lock because another thread holds it—we call this situation a “conflict,” as all region conflicts result in a failed lock acquire—the transformed region is restarted, avoiding the deadlock. Second, acquiring a lock on each object access seems

\(^4\)This chapter uses the term “object” to refer to any unit of shared memory.
to require an atomic operation such as compare-and-swap (CAS), which is expensive. EnfoRSer uses special lightweight locks that mostly avoid atomic operations [BKC+13] (Section 4.1.3).

The key challenge is ensuring that a transformed region can be safely restarted without losing atomicity. If a region restarts after writing to shared objects, then either those effects could be visible to other threads, or the region may behave incorrectly after restart. Either way, region’s atomicity is violated. We design, implement, and evaluate two atomicity transformations that address this challenge. (We investigate two different transformations in order to explore the design space.)

The idempotent transformation modifies each region to defer stores until all per-object locks have been acquired. If a region encounters a conflict while acquiring a lock, it can safely restart since it executes idempotently up to that point. The challenge is generating correct code for deferring stores in the face of object aliasing and conditional statements.

The speculation transformation modifies the region to perform stores speculatively as it executes. The transformed region backs up the original value of stored-to memory locations. On a conflict, the modified region can restart safely by using the backed-up values to restore memory to its original state. The challenges are maintaining the backup values efficiently and restoring them correctly on retry. In summary, EnfoRSer’s compiler pipeline operates as shown in Figure 4.1. First, it demarcates a program into regions (Section 4.1.2), and any optimizing passes in the compiler are performed, modified to be restricted within region boundaries. Next, the compiler inserts lock acquire operations before object accesses (Section 4.1.3). The compiler then performs a duplication transformation (Section 4.1.4) and builds an intermediate representation (Section 4.1.5), before transforming each region using one of the two atomicity transformations (Sections 4.1.6 and 4.1.7).
Finally, any remaining compiler optimizations are performed.

At run time, if a thread executing a region detects a potential conflict, it restarts the region safely, preserving atomicity. The atomicity of regions guarantees equivalence to some serialized execution of regions.

### 4.1.2 Demarcating Regions

The first step in EnfoRSer’s compiler pass is to divide the program into regions; later steps ensure that these regions execute atomically. The following program instructions are region boundary points: synchronization operations, method calls, and loop back edges.\(^5\)

Since method calls are boundary points, regions are demarcated at method entry and return, i.e., EnfoRSer’s analysis is intraprocedural. An EnfoRSer region is a maximal set of instructions such that (1) for each instruction \(i\), all (transitive) successors of \(i\) are in the region provided that the successors are reachable without traversing a region boundary point; and (2) there exists a “start” instruction \(s\) such that each instruction \(i\) in the region is reachable from \(s\) by only traversing edges in the region. Note that an instruction can be in multiple regions statically, i.e., reachable from multiple boundary points without an intervening boundary point—a situation that Section 4.1.4 addresses.

**Reordering within and across regions.** If the compiler reorders instructions across region boundary points, region atomicity will be violated. Similar to DRFx’s [MSM+10] soft fences, EnfoRSer prohibits inter-region optimizations, by modifying optimization passes, such as common subexpression elimination, that may reorder memory accesses to ensure

---

\(^5\)A loop back edge is any control-flow edge to a loop header from a basic block dominated by the loop header. Loop headers are not boundary points.
reordering is restricted within boundary points. We find that prohibiting reordering across region boundaries impacts performance negligibly for our implementation.

4.1.3 Lightweight Reader–Writer Locks

The next step after demarcating regions is instrumenting program loads and stores with lock acquire operations. Acquiring traditional locks on every object access would incur prohibitive overheads. EnfoRSer instead uses lightweight reader–writer locks that differ from traditional locks in two key ways. (1) A lock is always “acquired” in some state such as write-exclusive or read-shared, and acquiring the lock does not require an atomic operation if the thread already holds the lock in a compatible state. (2) A thread never automatically “releases” a lock; instead, another thread may acquire the lock, but it must first coordinate with the thread(s) that currently hold the lock. The design and implementation of these reader–writer locks (called “locks” for the remainder of the chapter) are based closely on Octet locks [BKC+13]. We summarize their operation here.

Each object has a lock, denoted by o.lockState but not visible to programmers, that is always acquired in one of the following states:

- **WrExT**: Thread T may read or write the object.
- **RdExT**: T may read but not write the object.
- **RdSh**: Any thread may read but not write the object.

At each program store and load to the object referenced by o, the compiler inserts instrumentation denoted by acq_wr(o) and acq_rd(o), respectively, as the following pseudocode shows:
The following pseudocode shows the definitions of `acq_wr()` and `acq_rd()` (T is the executing thread):

```cpp
acq_wr(Object obj) {
    if (obj.lockState != WrEx_T)
        wrSlowPath(obj); /* change obj.lockState */
}

acq_rd(Object obj) {
    if (obj.lockState != WrEx_T &&
        obj.lockState != RdEx_T) {
        if (obj.lockState != RdSh)
            rdSlowPath(obj); /* change obj.lockState */
            load_fence; // see footnote 6
    }
}
```

To acquire a lock to obtain read or write access to its associated object, a thread T checks the state of the lock. If the lock’s state is compatible with the access being performed (e.g., T wants to read or write an object in WrEx_T state), the lock is already “acquired” without any synchronization operations. This check is called the fast path.

Otherwise, a thread encounters a lock in an incompatible state, and it must change the lock’s state. Table 4.1 shows all possible state transitions. The first three rows (Same state) correspond to the fast path. The remaining rows show cases that must change a lock’s state. Collectively, all operations that change a lock’s state are called the slow path. An upgrading transition (e.g., from RdEx_T to RdSh) expands the set of accesses allowed by the lock; it requires an atomic operation to change the lock’s state.

The slow path triggers a conflicting transition in cases where the program access conflicts with accesses allowed under the lock’s current state. Because other thread(s) might

---

6EnfoRSer does not need nor use Octet’s RdSh counter [BKC+13]. Instead, EnfoRSer ensures that reads to RdSh locks happen after the prior write by issuing a load fence on the RdSh fast path.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code path(s)</th>
<th>Transition type</th>
<th>Old state</th>
<th>Program access</th>
<th>New state</th>
<th>Sync. needed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fast</td>
<td>Same state</td>
<td>WrEx\textsubscript{T}</td>
<td>R/W by T</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RdEx\textsubscript{T}</td>
<td>R by T</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RdSh</td>
<td>R by T</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast &amp; slow</td>
<td>Upgrading</td>
<td>RdEx\textsubscript{T}</td>
<td>W by T</td>
<td>WrEx\textsubscript{T}</td>
<td>Atomic op.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RdEx\textsubscript{T1}</td>
<td>R by T2</td>
<td>RdSh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conflicting</td>
<td>WrEx\textsubscript{T1}</td>
<td>W by T2</td>
<td>WrEx\textsubscript{T2}</td>
<td>Roundtrip coord.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WrEx\textsubscript{T1}</td>
<td>R by T2</td>
<td>RdEx\textsubscript{T2}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RdEx\textsubscript{T1}</td>
<td>W by T2</td>
<td>WrEx\textsubscript{T2}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RdSh</td>
<td>W by T</td>
<td>WrEx\textsubscript{T}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: State transitions for lightweight locks.

be accessing the object without synchronization, merely changing the lock’s state—even with an atomic operation—is insufficient. Instead, the thread executing the conflicting transition, called the requesting thread, must coordinate with every other thread, called a responding thread, that has access to the object, to ensure the responding thread(s) “see” the state change. For WrEx\textsubscript{T} and RdEx\textsubscript{T} states, T is the responding thread; for RdSh states, every other thread is a responding thread.

A responding thread participates in coordination only at a safe point: a point that does not interrupt instrumentation–access atomicity (i.e., atomicity of lock acquire instrumentation together with the program access it guards). Conveniently, managed language virtual machines already place safe points throughout the code, e.g., at every method entry and loop back edge. Furthermore, all blocking operations (e.g., program lock acquires and I/O) must act as safe points. If a responding thread is actively executing program code, the requesting and responding threads coordinate explicitly: the requesting thread sends a request, and the responding thread responds when it reaches a safe point. Otherwise, the
responding thread is at a blocking safe point, so the threads coordinate implicitly: the requesting thread atomically modifies a flag that the responding thread will later see. Finally, in either case, the requesting thread finishes changing the lock’s state and proceeds with the access.

In comparison to traditional locks that add synchronization at every access, the locks used by EnfoRSer add no synchronization at non-conflicting accesses (the fast path), but they require coordination with other threads at conflicting accesses (the slow path). This tradeoff works well in practice for many programs, which aim for good thread locality by design.

Avoiding deadlock. As described so far, locks are deadlock prone: two threads each waiting to acquire a lock held by the other thread will wait indefinitely. To prevent deadlock, if a thread \( T \) is waiting for other thread(s) to relinquish a lock, \( T \) allows other threads to acquire locks held by \( T \).

This behavior has interesting implications for EnfoRSer. When a thread tries to acquire an object’s lock, it might give up other objects’ locks acquired in the same region. As a result, rather than suffering from deadlock, as in traditional two-phase locking, regions may lose atomicity when they conflict. Hence, EnfoRSer’s transformed regions actually restart whenever a lock may have been released—indicated by responding to another thread’s coordination request.

Example. Figure 4.2 shows a region instrumented with lock acquire operations (\texttt{acq.rd} and \texttt{acq.wr}). The rest of this section uses this region as a running example.
4.1.4 Duplication Transformation

If a lock acquire (\texttt{acq.rd}(o) or \texttt{acq.wr}(o)) experiences a conflict, it must restart the region. For the compiler to generate control flow for retry, the lock acquire must be statically in a single region.

The modified compiler thus performs a duplication transformation prior to atomicity transformations (Figure 4.1). This transformation replicates instructions and control flow so that every instruction (not including boundary points) is in its own region. First, a simple dataflow analysis determines which boundary point(s) reach each instruction (i.e., which region(s) each instruction resides in). Second, in topological order starting at method entry, the duplication algorithm replicates each instruction that appears in \( k > 1 \) regions \( k - 1 \) times, and retargets each of the original instruction’s predecessors to the appropriate replicated instruction.
The duplication transformation does not duplicate any region boundary points. Since the number of region boundary points is constant for an instance of compiled code, duplication cannot result in an exponential blowup in code size.

### 4.1.5 The Region Dependence Graph

Region transformations require an intermediate representation to capture the relevant instructions that need to be modified. The atomicity transformations use static slices [HRB88]: the set of instructions that are data and control dependent on some instruction. Thus, for each region, an atomicity transformation first builds a region dependence graph (RDG), based on Ferrante et al.’s program dependence graph [FOW87], which captures both data and control dependences in a region. The RDG needs to track true (write–read) dependences, but not output (write–write) or anti (read–write) dependences. It can ignore loop-carried dependences since regions are acyclic.

EnfoRSer’s RDG construction algorithm uses the standard reaching-definitions analysis to compute intraprocedural data dependences in a region. The algorithm treats lock acquire operations `acq_rd(o)` and `acq_wr(o)` like a use of the object referenced by `o`. Because RDG construction is performed at the region level, aliasing relationships that arise due to operations outside the region cannot be inferred. Hence, the RDG construction algorithm adopts a conservative, type-based approach, e.g., it assumes that a load from field `f` of object `o` can have a dependence with any earlier store to the same field `f` of object `p`, since `p` and `o` could potentially alias. It also conservatively assumes that loads from arrays may have dependences from stores to type-compatible arrays. The algorithm relies on the data dependences computed by the reaching-definitions analysis, as well as control dependences computed by a standard post-dominance analysis, to construct the final RDG.
Figure 4.3: A region dependence graph for the region in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.3 shows the RDG for the region from Figure 4.2. The dotted lines depict store–load dependences (between accesses to object fields or array locations) and def–use dependences (between definitions and uses of local variables). The construction algorithm’s aliasing assumptions lead to a store–load dependence between $s.f = i$ and $q = o.f$, since $s$ and $o$ may be aliased. The Entry node is the root of the RDG and has control dependence edges marked as $T$ to all nodes (only one in this case) that are not control dependent on any other nodes. Other edges labeled $T$ and $F$ are control dependence edges from conditionals to dependent statements.

**Slicing of the RDG.** Each atomicity transformation must identify which parts of the region are relevant for the transformation. The transformation performs static program slicing of the RDG (based on static program slicing of the program dependence graph [HRB88]) to identify relevant instructions. A *backward slice rooted at an instruction* $i$ includes all instructions on which $i$ is *transitively* dependent. Dependences include both data (store–load...
and def–use) and control dependences. A slice rooted at a set of instructions is simply the union of the slices of each instruction.

### 4.1.6 Enforcing Atomicity with Idempotence

The *idempotent* transformation defers program stores until the end of the region. The store-free part of the region which includes all lock acquires is side-effect-free, and executes *idempotently*, so it can be restarted safely if a lock acquire detects a potential region conflict.

To defer program stores, the transformation replaces each static store with an assignment of a new local variable. Figure 4.4 shows the region from Figure 4.2 after the idempotent transformation. The stores $s.f = i$ and $p.f = j$ from Figure 4.2 are replaced with assignments to fresh locals $i'$ and $j'$ in BB1 and BB3 of Figure 4.4. The two main challenges are (1) generating correct code for loads that might alias with stores so that they read the correct value and (2) generating code at the end of the region that performs the stores that should actually execute.

**Loads aliased with deferred stores.** Any load that aliases a deferred store needs to read from the local variable that backs up the stored value, rather than from the deferred store’s memory location. The RDG in Figure 4.3 includes a store–load edge from $s.f = i$ to $q = o.f$ because RDG construction conservatively assumes all type-compatible accesses might alias. As shown in BB1 of Figure 4.4, the transformation substitutes a definition of a new temporary variable $i' = i$ in place of the store $s.f = i$. If $s$ and $o$ alias, then $q = i'$ should execute in place of $q = o.f$; otherwise $q = o.f$ should execute normally.
For each load, the code generation emits a series of alias checks to disambiguate the scenarios: one for each potentially aliased store that may reach the load. BB4–BB6 in Figure 4.4 show the result of this transformation. The transformation first emits the original load (BB4). Then, for each store on which the load appears to be dependent, the transformation generates an assignment from the corresponding local variable, guarded by an alias check (BB6, guarded by the check in BB5). By performing these checks in program order, the load will ultimately produce the correct value, even if multiple aliasing tests pass. If a possibly-aliased store executes conditionally, the transformed load is guarded by a conditional check in addition to the alias check to ensure that the original conditionals guarding the store are respected. A similar situation arises with array accesses, in which case the aliasing checks must not only compare the array references, but also the index expressions.

Although this approach may generate substantial code per load, in practice later compiler passes can simplify it significantly. For example, if the compiler can prove two object references definitely do or do not alias, constant propagation and dead code elimination will remove unnecessary checks.

**Deferred stores.** It is nontrivial to generate code at the end of a region to perform the region’s stores, because the code should execute only the stores that actually would have executed. The transformation generates code at each region exit based on a slice of the region’s stores from the RDG. It generates each deferred store using the mapping from static stores to local variables. To ensure a deferred store only executes if it would have in the original region, the slice includes all condition variables on which stores are control dependent. The generated code guards the deferred stores with these conditionals. For example, BB8 in Figure 4.4 checks condition c2, executing the deferred store in BB9 only
if the store would have occurred in the original region (note that the same condition guards $j' = j$ in BB3).

Note that it is possible that the conditional variables guarding stores are overwritten during the execution of the idempotent portion of the region; if so, those conditionals may resolve differently while executing deferred stores. To avoid this problem, the transformation “backs up” the results of any conditional in the idempotent region in fresh local variables, and uses these locals in the conditionals guarding deferred stores. Similarly, any store to an object field or array in the original region is dependent on the base reference of
the object or array. If these base references may change during execution, the transformation backs them up at the point of the original store and uses the backups when executing the deferred stores.

**Handling side-effect on local variables.** Although the idempotent transformation defers stores, the region can still have side effects if it modifies *local* variables that may be used in the same or a later region. For each region, the idempotent (and speculation) transformations identify such local variables and insert code to (1) back up their values in new local variables at region start and (2) restore their values on region retry. In Figure 4.4, local variable \( q \) is backed up in \( q' \) at the beginning of the region (BB0). If a lock acquire detects a potential conflict, the code restores the value of \( q \) from \( q' \) (not shown) and control returns to the region start (a dashed arrow indicates the edge is taken if the operation detects a potential conflict).

### 4.1.7 Enforcing Atomicity with Speculation

EnfoRSer’s second atomicity transformation supports *speculative execution*. This transformation does not alter the order of operations in the region, but it transforms the region to perform stores speculatively: before a store executes, instrumentation backs up the old value of the field or array element being updated. If a lock acquire detects a possible conflict, the region restarts safely by “rolling back” the region’s stores. Figure 4.5 shows the region from Figure 4.2 after applying the speculation transformation. The primary challenge is generating code that correctly backs up stored-to variables and (when a conflict is detected) rolls back speculative state.
Supporting speculative stores. Since regions are acyclic and intraprocedural, every static store executes at most once per region execution. Hence, the speculation approach’s transformation can associate each store with a unique, new local variable. Before each store to a memory location (i.e., field or array element), the transformation inserts a load from the location into the store’s associated local variable.

Generating code to roll back executed stores is nontrivial due to the challenge that some stores may not execute. The solution depends on the subpath executed through the region. To tackle this challenge, the transformation generates an undo block for each region. In reverse topological order, it generates an undo operation for each store \( s \) in the region that “undoes” the effects of \( s \) using the associated backup variable. To ensure that \( s \) is only undone if it executed in the original region, this undo operation executes conditionally. The transformation determines the appropriate conditions by traversing the RDG from \( s \) up through its control ancestors. Similar to that of the idempotent approach, conditional variables and object base references are backed up if necessary (if potentially modified later), so they can be used during rollback. The undo block in Figure 4.5 illustrates the result of this process. The store to \( p.f \) is topologically after the store to \( s.f \), so it appears first in the undo block. The store to \( p.f \) is performed if both \( c1 \) and \( c2 \) are true, so the old value is restored under the same conditions. Likewise, the store to \( s.f \) is only performed, and hence only undone, if \( c1 \) is true.

Supporting retry. The transformation generates control flow for each lock acquire to jump to the appropriate location in the undo block if the lock acquire detects a potential conflict. The jump target is the first undo operation associated with a store that is a control-flow predecessor of the lock acquire. Figure 4.5 shows these conditional jumps with dashed
lines. As with the idempotent transformation, local variables must be backed up and restored during retry. In the figure, q is backed up in q' at the beginning of the region, and restored at the end of the undo block.

4.2 Optimizations

EnfoRSer’s compiler analysis identifies accesses that do not need lock acquires, which in turn enables reducing the size of regions that need to be analyzed and transformed.

**Statically redundant lock acquires.** A lock acquire for an object access is “redundant” if along all paths a sufficiently strong lock acquire is performed on the same object in the same region. An acq_{rd}() is redundant if definitely preceded by acq_{rd}() or acq_{wr}() on the same object; an acq_{wr}() is redundant if definitely preceded by acq_{wr}() on the same object. A lock is guaranteed to be in a compatible state at a redundant lock acquire; another thread cannot change the state without triggering restart of the current region. The
Compiler uses an intraprocedural, flow-sensitive dataflow analysis (based on an analysis used by prior work [BKC+13]) to identify redundant lock acquires.

**Static data race detection.** EnfoRSer’s transformations can optionally use the results of sound static analysis that identifies all accesses that might be involved in data races. Remaining accesses are definitely data race free (DRF). An access that is DRF does not need a corresponding lock acquire. Prior work has also leveraged sound static race detection to simplify dynamic analysis [CLL+02, EQT07, vPG03, LCFN12].

Whole-program static analysis is somewhat impractical in the real world since it relies on all code being available and all call graph edges being known at analysis time, which is difficult in the presence of dynamic class loading and reflection. An implementation could handle unexpected dynamic behavior by dynamically recompiling all code to treat all accesses as potentially racy, or by using incremental static analysis to identify and recompile new potentially racy accesses. Our experiments sidestep this challenge by making all code and calls known to the static analysis.

**Optimizing region demarcation.** We optimize region demarcation to take advantage of optimizations that remove lock acquires. Optimized region demarcation distinguishes between *programmatic regions*—regions delimited at boundary points—and *enforced regions*—the regions whose atomicity is explicitly enforced by EnfoRSer’s atomicity transformations. Optimized region demarcation starts and ends an enforced region at the first and last lock acquire of a programmatic region, respectively. Because any memory accesses outside of these boundaries are guaranteed to be DRF or guarded by locks earlier in the region, providing atomicity for these enforced regions is sufficient to guarantee atomicity for programmatic regions.
An access that has no lock acquire but is inside of an enforced region must still be handled by the atomicity transformations: the idempotent transformation handles every possible store–load dependence in an enforced region, and the speculation transformation backs up every store in an enforced region. Although the endpoint of an enforced region may come before the end of a programmatic region, EnfoRSer does not treat the end of an enforced region as a safe point, so a thread will not release locks between the end of the enforced region and the end of the programmatic region.

4.3 Implementation

We have implemented EnfoRSer in Jikes RVM 3.1.3, a high-performance Java virtual machine [AAB+05] that provides performance competitive with commercial JVMs. Our implementation is publicly available.\(^7\)

Although the implementation targets a managed language VM, it should be possible to implement EnfoRSer’s design for a native language such as C or C++. The main challenge would be adapting Octet to a native language [BKC+13].

**Modifying the compilers.** Jikes RVM uses two just-in-time dynamic compilers that perform method-based compilation. The first time a method executes, the *baseline* compiler compiles it directly from Java bytecode to machine code. If a method becomes hot, the *optimizing* compiler recompiles it at successively higher levels of optimization. The optimizing compiler performs standard intraprocedural optimizations. It performs aggressive method inlining but does not otherwise perform interprocedural optimizations.

\(^7\)http://www.jikesrvm.org/Research+Archive
We modify the optimizing compiler to demarcate regions and restrict reordering across regions throughout compilation; to insert lock acquires (we use the publicly available Octet implementation of lightweight locks [BKC⁺13]); and to perform EnfoRSer’s atomicity transformations on the optimizing compiler’s intermediate representation (IR).

The baseline compiler does not use an IR, making it hard to implement atomicity transformations. Instead, in baseline-compiled code only, our implementation simulates the cost of enforcing SBRS without actually enforcing SBRS. The baseline compiler inserts (1) lock acquires, (2) instrumentation that logs each store in a memory-based undo log, and (3) instrumentation that resets the undo log pointer at each boundary point. This approach does not soundly enforce SBRS since it does not perform rollback on region conflicts. Since conflicts are infrequent and (by design) a small fraction of time is spent executing baseline-compiled code, this approach should closely approximate the performance of a fully sound implementation.

The compiler performs EnfoRSer’s transformations on application and library code. Since Jikes RVM is written in Java, in a few cases VM code gets inlined into application and library code. Our prototype implementation cannot correctly handle inlined VM code that performs certain low-level operations or that does not have safe points in loops. To execute correctly, we identify and exclude 25 methods across all benchmarks and 10 methods in the Java libraries from EnfoRSer’s transformations, instead inserting only lock acquires into these methods.

**Demarcating regions.** EnfoRSer demarcates regions at synchronization operations (lock acquire, release, and wait; thread fork and join), method calls, and loop back edges. These are essentially the same program points that are GC-safe points in Jikes RVM and other
VMs. Since Jikes RVM makes each loop header a safe point, the implementation bounds regions at loop headers instead of back edges. To simplify the implementation, we currently bound regions along special control-flow edges for `switch` statements.

The optimizing compiler is able to identify all synchronization operations when it compiles application and library code, since synchronization in Java is part of the language. The implementation does not bound regions at `volatile` variable accesses, which does not affect progress guarantees.

Object allocations can trigger GC, so they are safe points and thus boundary points in our implementation. A production implementation could either define regions as being bounded at allocation (non-array allocations already perform a constructor call); defer GC past allocations; or speculatively hoist memory allocation above regions.

**Retrying regions.** A region must retry if another thread may have performed accesses that conflict with the region’s accesses so far. This case can occur only if the region, while waiting for coordination, responds to coordination requests (Section 4.1.3). In the idempotent approach, lock acquires use this criterion to decide whether to retry a region. However, the speculation approach cannot easily use this criterion: a region must not lose access to objects until after it executes its undo block—at which point the region must re-execute—so the decision to retry the region must be made before the region responds to coordination requests and potentially loses needed access to an object. The speculation approach instead triggers retry whenever a lock acquire takes the slow path. As a result, the idempotent approach provides lower retry rates than speculation—but the more precise retry criterion has a negligible performance impact (Section 4.4.3).
Table 4.2: Total dynamic and distinct run-time exceptions in optimized code, rounded to two significant digits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dynamic</th>
<th>Distinct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eclipse6</td>
<td>58,000</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lusearch6</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All other programs</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Retrying regions could lead to *livelock*, where conflicting regions repeatedly cause each other to retry. EnfoRSer could avoid livelock with standard techniques such as exponential backoff. Livelock is not an issue in our experiments, presumably because regions are short and conflicts are infrequent.

**Runtime exceptions.** Runtime exceptions present a problem for the idempotent transformation. Transformed regions can throw runtime exceptions (e.g., a null pointer exception when performing a program load). Simply letting execution exit the region (and jump to the innermost `catch` block) is incorrect: in the original code, some stores could have executed before the exception, while in the transformed code, no stores have executed. Exceptions are not a problem for the speculation approach: a thrown exception exits the region, preserving program semantics and region atomicity.

The idempotent approach could handle runtime exceptions by performing just-in-time *deoptimization*, transferring control to a deoptimized version of the method, e.g., a baseline-compiled version. By continuing execution at the same region boundary point, the exception would be thrown correctly, preserving semantics and SBRS.
Table 4.2 captures the scope of this problem. It shows how many runtime exceptions (exceptions whose types inherit from `RuntimeException`) are thrown from EnfoRSer-instrumented application and library methods that are compiled by the optimizing compiler. (Non-runtime exceptions can only be thrown using Java’s `throw` instruction, which is a region boundary.) Overall, the programs throw few (dynamic and distinct) exceptions, so deoptimization should have reasonable performance. These runtime exceptions could occur inside of the transformed regions and then possibly violate program semantics, but we have not encountered any problems in practice.

**Guarantees on native code.** Java can call into C code using native methods. To access the Java heap from native methods, *Java Native Interface* (JNI) is used. In theory, we could instrument the JVM to handle heap accesses through JNI. However, our current implementation does not support SBRS with respect to heap accesses from native methods since the benchmarks that we use do not make such accesses.

### 4.4 Evaluation

This section evaluates EnfoRSer’s run-time characteristics and performance.

#### 4.4.1 Methodology

**Benchmarks.** The experiments execute our modified Jikes RVM on the multithreaded DaCapo benchmarks [BGH+06] versions 2006-10-MR2 and 9.12-bach (2009) with the large workload size (excluding programs Jikes RVM cannot run), distinguished by suffixes 6 and 9; and fixed-workload versions of SPECjbb2000 and SPECjbb2005.\(^8\)

\(^8\)http://www.spec.org/jbb200\{0,5\}, http://users.cecs.anu.edu.au/~steveb/research/research-infrastructure/pjbb2005
Platform. We build a high-performance configuration of Jikes RVM that adaptively optimizes the application as it runs (FastAdaptive) and uses the default high-performance garbage collector and adjusts the heap size automatically.

Experiments run on an AMD Opteron 6272 system with eight 8-core processors running Linux 2.6.32. We limit experiments to only four processors (32 cores) due to an anomalous result with 64 cores where EnfoRSer actually outperforms the baseline for some programs. (We find that adding any kind of instrumentation can improve performance, due to anomalies we have been able to attribute to Linux thread scheduling decisions [BKC+13].)

We have also evaluated EnfoRSer on an Intel Xeon E5-4620 system with four 8-core processors running Linux 2.6.32, in order to test EnfoRSer’s sensitivity to the system architecture. On this platform, EnfoRSer adds nearly the same overhead as on the AMD platform (within 1% relative to baseline execution).

Static race detection. EnfoRSer can use any sound static analysis to identify definitely data-race-free (DRF) accesses (Section 4.2). We use the publicly available implementation of Naik et al.’s 2006 race detection algorithm, Chord [NAW06]. By default, Chord is unsound (i.e., it misses races) because it uses a may-alias lockset analysis. We thus disable lockset analysis, using only Chord’s thread escape and thread fork–join analyses to identify DRF accesses.

The programs we evaluate use reflection and custom class loading, which present a challenge for static analysis. To handle reflection, we use a feature of Chord that executes the program to identify reflective call sites and targets. Chord does not run eclipse6 correctly in our environment, so EnfoRSer runs eclipse6 assuming all accesses are racy.

We have confirmed that there is no available implementation of their 2007 algorithm, which uses conditional must-not-alias analysis to be sound [NA07].
jython9 has custom-loaded classes that present a challenge for Chord, so EnfoRSer assumes all accesses in custom-loaded classes are racy. We cross-checked Chord’s results with a dynamic race detector’s output; we found one class (in jbb2005) that Chord does not analyze at all (for unknown reasons), so EnfoRSer fully instruments this class.

Static analysis is a one-time cost, incurred only when the program changes. In any case, Chord’s cost is low: analyzing any of the programs we evaluate takes at most 90 seconds.

4.4.2 Run-Time Characteristics

The Threads columns of Table 4.3 report the total number of threads created and the maximum number of live threads.

The table’s remaining columns report characteristics of executed regions, averaged across 10 trials. The Insts. columns report total dynamic IA-32 instructions and dynamic instructions per executed region, measured without any EnfoRSer instrumentation. The programs each execute billions of instructions, divided into regions that execute 21–36 IA-32 instructions each on average. Across all programs, each region executes 27 instructions on average. EnfoRSer’s regions are comparable in size to DRFx’s statically bounded regions (about 10 instructions per region [MSM+10]).

The last two columns show that the vast majority of regions do not detect a conflict. The idempotent approach provides a substantially lower retry rate than the speculation approach, since the idempotent transformation uses a more precise retry check (Section 4.3), but we have found that making the check more precise does not significantly improve the idempotent approach’s performance. The program pjbb2005 has the highest retry rate; unsurprisingly it has the highest rate of conflicts [BKC+13]. The high cost of coordination to handle these conflicts leads to high overhead for both the idempotent and speculation
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threads</th>
<th>Insts.</th>
<th>Insts. / Executed</th>
<th>Dyn. regions retried</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Live</td>
<td>region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eclipse6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6.1×10^10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hsqldb6</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>6.5×10^9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lusearch6</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>1.7×10^10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xalan6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.1×10^11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avror9a</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>4.2×10^10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jython9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.9×10^10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ludeindex9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.6×10^9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lusearch9</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>1.7×10^10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pmd9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.3×10^9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sunflow9</td>
<td>2×c</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>1.3×10^11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xalan9</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>7.7×10^10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pjb2000</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.4×10^10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pjb2005</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5.8×10^10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Dynamic execution characteristics. A few programs launch threads proportional to the number of cores c, which is 32 in our experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Without static race detection</th>
<th>With static race detection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 1 2–3 4–7 ≥8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eclipse6</td>
<td>14% 20% 26% 15% 25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hsqldb6</td>
<td>7% 26% 37% 24% 6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lusearch6</td>
<td>21% 26% 7% 22% 24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xalan6</td>
<td>13% 30% 22% 13% 22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avror9a</td>
<td>6% 17% 7% 17% 53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jython9</td>
<td>25% 33% 11% 17% 14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ludeindex9</td>
<td>3% 29% 26% 26% 16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lusearch9</td>
<td>7% 26% 20% 20% 27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pmd9</td>
<td>10% 47% 16% 15% 12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sunflow9</td>
<td>20% 16% 22% 22% 20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xalan9</td>
<td>12% 39% 18% 9% 22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pjb2000</td>
<td>22% 18% 24% 25% 11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pjb2005</td>
<td>9% 19% 16% 45% 11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Percentage of dynamic regions executed with various complexity (static accesses), without and with identifying statically DRF accesses to optimize region demarcation.
Figure 4.6: Run-time overhead over an unmodified JVM of providing SBRS with EnfoRSer’s two atomicity transformations and speculation that uses a log to simulate a stripped-down version of STM.

Figure 4.7: Run-time overhead over an unmodified JVM when transformations use whole-program static analysis to identify definitely data-race-free accesses. Otherwise, configurations are the same as Figure 4.6.

approaches (Section 4.4.3). Table 4.4 evaluates the complexity of executed regions. We measure a region’s complexity using the static count of accesses in the region, after performing the shrinking optimization from Section 4.2. Unsurprisingly, static data race detection helps simplify regions, i.e., executed regions tend to be less complex overall. Even so, all programs still rely on EnfoRSer’s transformations for a significant number of complex regions (i.e., regions with ≥2 static accesses).

4.4.3 Performance

Figure 4.6 shows the overhead EnfoRSer’s transformations add over unmodified Jikes RVM, without making use of static race detection. Each bar is the median of 15 trials
(to minimize effects of machine noise); each bar shows 95% confidence intervals centered at the mean. The compiler duplicates instructions that are in multiple regions statically, adding 7% alone (not shown). The idempotent and speculation approaches add 43 and 36% total overhead, respectively.

The idempotent approach incurs costs to buffer and replay stores correctly and to check for aliasing at loads. Speculation is the better-performing approach since (in the common, non-conflicting case) it incurs only the cost of backing up each store’s old value to a local variable. In a more aggressive compiler, the idempotent approach might have an advantage by enabling more intra-region reordering.

EnfoRSer adds the highest overhead for pjbb2005 (126–129%). This overhead primarily comes from the lightweight locks, which alone add 114% to pjbb2005 due to a relatively high conflicting access rate [BKC+13], which leads to expensive coordination among threads. EnfoRSer could achieve lower overhead for high-conflict executions by making use of “hybrid” lightweight locks that adaptively avoid coordination for high-conflict objects [CZB14].

**Static race detection.** Figure 4.7 shows the same configurations when the transformations make use of statically identified DRF accesses. Identifying DRF accesses eliminates about a quarter of the overhead on average: the idempotent and speculation transformations enforce SBRS at 32 and 27% overhead, respectively. Although using static race detection seems to have a small adverse effect on idempotent performance for pjbb2005, this effect is likely due to high run-to-run variation for this program (we have confirmed that the confidence intervals overlap).
Log-based speculation. The Speculation via log configuration in Figures 4.6 and 4.7 measures a stripped-down version of STM that uses memory-based undo logs instead of local variables for backing up stores, but still relies on EnfoRSer’s lightweight locks and efficient conflict detection. On average it adds 64 and 53% total overhead, without and with sound static race detection, respectively, significantly more than EnfoRSer’s speculation approach. The memory-based log incurs these high costs despite adding just one of several costs that STMs typically incur over EnfoRSer (Section 4.5).

Compilation time. The overheads in Figures 4.6 and 4.7 naturally include the costs of just-in-time compilation. EnfoRSer slows the optimizing compiler by performing additional analyses and transformations, and by bloating the internal representation (IR) and slowing downstream passes. Since EnfoRSer’s analysis is intraprocedural, its complexity scales well with program size. We find that compile time increases over unmodified Jikes RVM by 2.5X and 2.1X without static race detection, and 1.9X and 1.7X with static race detection, for the idempotent and speculation approaches, respectively. However, the effect of EnfoRSer’s compilation overhead on overall execution time is modest: a few percent, relative to baseline execution time.

Scalability. Three of our evaluated programs support executing with a variable number of application threads (Table 4.3 in Section 4.4.2). Figure 4.8 shows execution time for 1–32 application threads for three configurations: the unmodified JVM and EnfoRSer’s idempotent and speculation approaches. We show idempotent and speculation configurations that do not use static race detection; scalability is similar for configurations that use static race detection.
The overhead added by EnfoRSer’s approaches scales with additional application threads. This is unsurprising since the atomicity transformations should affect only single-thread performance. We expect EnfoRSer’s scalability to be affected only by Octet’s lightweight locks, which can incur different coordination costs with different numbers of threads. Our results, which concur with prior work [BKC+13], suggest that Octet overhead scales well with additional threads.

**Contribution.** Overall, these results show that EnfoRSer enforces SBRS at a reasonable cost of 27% average overhead (using the speculation approach with sound static race detection). To our knowledge, this represents the lowest reported overhead of any kind of end-to-end RS enforcement on commodity systems. The best-performing prior work (which, admittedly, provides full-SFR RS) requires additional available cores to avoid adding over 100% overhead [OCFN13]—a fundamentally different, replication-based approach that would not benefit from identifying statically DRF accesses.
4.5 Comparison with Transactional Memory

In this section we compare our approach to provide atomicity of statically bounded regions with transactional memory (TM) systems.

**Software transactional memory.** TM guarantees atomicity of programmer-annotated code regions [HM93, HF03]. EnfoRSer’s approach is analogous to using software TM (STM) [HF03] to provide atomicity of every statically bounded region. In particular, EnfoRSer’s idempotent transformation behaves similarly to a lazy-versioning STM, while its speculation transformation behaves similarly to an eager-versioning STM. However, EnfoRSer provides atomicity much more efficiently than STM for three reasons:

1. STMs maintain read/write sets (i.e., the last transaction(s) to read and write each object) to detect precisely whether an access conflicts with another thread’s ongoing transaction. In contrast, EnfoRSer avoids maintaining read/write sets, at the cost of false region conflicts. The rollbacks these false conflicts trigger incur only a small penalty since statically bounded regions are short.

2. STMs that use eager or lazy versioning maintain undo logs or redo logs, respectively. At each store, the STM appends an entry to the memory-based log containing the address of the stored-to location and its old or new value. EnfoRSer can instead map each store to a dedicated local variable for deferring or backing up the store, because regions are statically bounded.

3. The locks used by EnfoRSer are a lighter-weight mechanism for conflict detection than STMs typically use, as long as relatively few accesses conflict. (Recent work introduces an STM that uses similar lightweight locks [ZHCB15].)
**Hardware TM.** Hammond et al. introduce a memory model and associated hardware where all code is in transactions [HWC+04]. However, manufacturers have been reluctant to incorporate general-purpose hardware TM (HTM) support into already-complex cache and memory subsystems.

Intel’s recently released Haswell architecture provides restricted transactional memory (RTM) support with an upper bound on shared-memory accesses in a transaction [YHLR13]. It might seem at first that RTM would be well suited to enforcing SBRS. However, two studies find that the overhead of an RTM transaction is substantial: the startup and tear-down costs of each transaction are about the same as three compare-and-swap operations [RB13, YHLR13]. In contrast, EnfoRSer’s approach avoids atomic operations at most accesses, most likely achieving substantially lower overhead than an approach based on atomic operations or RTM transactions (except perhaps for high-conflict workloads).

In *Chapter 6*, we empirically evaluate an implementation of SBRS using HTM and show evidence of the high run-time overhead incurred. Further, *Chapter 6* proposes a novel technique to overcome the limitations of enforcing SBRS using Intel’s RTM and proposes an approach that outperforms EnfoRSer.

### 4.6 Summary

EnfoRSer leverages hybrid static–dynamic analysis to ensure that statically bounded, synchronization-free regions execute atomically on commodity systems. In this work, we showcase the benefit of a strong memory model based on atomicity of code regions. We demonstrate that strong semantics can be achieved at a reasonable efficiency in commodity systems and EnfoRSer can help make SBRS the default memory model.
Until now we have explored the two techniques to enforce atomicity of statically bounded regions. These techniques require instrumentation at each memory access since they are based on two-phase locking. We could potentially develop techniques which avoid instrumentation at each memory access and still provide atomicity of regions. Our overall goal is to provide strong semantics on commodity hardware. While these software techniques are effective, efficient conflict detection remains an issue for high-conflicting programs. Potentially, hardware transactional memory (HTM) could be leveraged for more efficient conflict detection using specialized hardware support although HTM possesses several other challenges. In the remainder of the dissertation, we discuss and evaluate solutions to the aforementioned challenges.

4.7 Impact and Meaning

The key implication of this work lies in the bug elimination coverage of SBRS at the moderate run-time cost that it incurs. The evaluation of SBRS’s strength shows that most of the bugs exist within the purview of a bounded region—justifying the design. End-to-end guarantees based on serializability simplifies reasoning at the level of individual operations in the compiler or the hardware. SBRS via EnfoRSer provides practical evidence as a case in point for simplified semantics and efficient region serializability on commodity hardware.
In Chapter 3, we introduced a memory model called dynamically bounded region serializability (DBRS) that guarantees serializability of regions that are intraprocedural, acyclic, and synchronization free. Chapter 4 introduces an enforcement mechanism for DBRS called EnfoRSer that transforms the compiled program so that it acquires a per-object lock at each memory access. Dynamically bounded region serializability (DBRS) is described as statically bounded region serializability (SBRS) in Chapter 4 and in this chapter since the compiler transformations used—require the regions to be statically bounded. A difficult-to-avoid cost of EnfoRSer is that instrumentation must acquire a lock at most memory accesses. Furthermore, EnfoRSer modifies the compiler to transform statically bounded regions to execute either idempotently or speculatively; the transformed code adds run-time overhead (Section 5.1). In this work, we refer to EnfoRSer’s per-object locks as dynamic locks because they are associated with run-time objects, and we refer to the version of EnfoRSer that uses dynamic locks as EnfoRSer-D.

The goal here is to provide SBRS with lower overhead than the technique discussed in the previous chapter. The high-level direction is to reduce the instrumentation cost for regions that conflict rarely, if ever. The mechanism for reducing instrumentation is to enforce atomicity using coarse-grained locking at the region level, instead of the object
level. In order for a region to ensure atomicity by acquiring a lock, the approach must ensure that two regions acquire the same lock if they might race with each other (i.e., if the regions each have one of a pair of potentially racy accesses). We refer to these locks as static locks because they are associated with static program sites. A site is a static memory access; it is identified uniquely by a method and a bytecode index. We refer to EnfoRSer that uses static locks to guard regions as EnfoRSer-S. EnfoRSer-S’s approach often leads to over-synchronization that harms scalability significantly. Static locks thus must be applied judiciously: they should be applied to a region only when they will not incur significant unnecessary contention; other regions should use dynamic locks.

We thus introduce a hybrid version of EnfoRSer called EnfoRSer-H that selectively applies static and dynamic locks. EnfoRSer-H makes use of an assignment algorithm that chooses, for each site, whether to use static or dynamic locks, subject to the constraint that all sites that race with each other must use the same kind of locking. The assignment algorithm makes its decisions based on a cost model and run-time profiling information.

We have implemented EnfoRSer-S and EnfoRSer-H in Jikes RVM, a high-performance Java virtual machine (JVM) [AAB+00, AAB+05], on top of our existing EnfoRSer-D implementation (Section 4.3) [SBZ+15]. To avoid the engineering challenge of invalidating and recompiling all methods affected by run-time locking changes, our evaluation instead uses a methodology that runs two iterations of the application: the first iteration collects profile information using static locks only; then the JVM recompiles all methods based on the assignment algorithm; and finally the second iteration executes using this new locking scheme.

Our evaluation compares the run-time characteristics and performance of EnfoRSer-D, EnfoRSer-S, and EnfoRSer-H on benchmarked versions of large, real, multithreaded
applications [BGH+06]. EnfoRSer-D’s use of dynamic locks minimizes contention but incurs lock acquire overhead at each potentially racy memory access. On the other hand, EnfoRSer-S’s exclusive use of static locks reduces the number of lock acquire operations but leads to high contention and thus substantial run-time slowdowns. By hybridizing dynamic and static locks, EnfoRSer-H is able to get the benefits of both approaches. Most programs cannot benefit much from static locks, so EnfoRSer-H performs almost identically to EnfoRSer-D; notably, EnfoRSer-H does not harm performance in these cases but instead correctly chooses to use dynamic locks. Since most programs fall into this category, EnfoRSer-H’s overall improvement over EnfoRSer-D is modest: EnfoRSer-H incurs 26% run-time overhead on average, compared with 27% for EnfoRSer-D. However, for a few programs that can benefit from static locks, EnfoRSer-H’s selective use of static locks leads to substantially lower run-time overhead than EnfoRSer-D. Overall, EnfoRSer-H demonstrates opportunities for exploiting low-contention parts of applications to provide a strong memory model, SBRS, with lower overhead than the previous technique.

## 5.1 Motivation

**EnfoRSer-D’s run-time costs.** EnfoRSer-D transforms regions to perform fine-grained locking at the object level. This approach avoids contention and achieves high scalability because locks only conflict when regions perform conflicting accesses to objects. However, EnfoRSer-D’s approach has two main drawbacks that lead to high run-time overhead. First, EnfoRSer-D adds instrumentation costs to every program memory access (except for accesses that are statically redundant in a region or statically data race free; Section 5.3). Although biased reader–writer locks provide low overhead for the common case—non-conflicting lock acquires—this overhead is still significant when incurred at nearly every
memory access [BKC+13]. Second, EnfoRSer-D’s atomicity transformations (the idempotent and speculation transformations) add additional run-time costs in order to support retrying regions (refer Chapter 4) [SBZ+15].

These two main run-time costs of EnfoRSer-D can be seen in Figure 4.5. First, each memory load and store is preceded by a lock acquire operation. Second, EnfoRSer-D has transformed the region to execute speculatively: the region backs up stored-to memory locations and locals, and it adds an undo block. Although by design the undo block executes infrequently, the conditional control flow edges add additional complexity that limits optimizations within the region. Furthermore, the additional local variables used to back up values are live into the undo block, which adds register pressure.

The rest of this chapter explores an alternative to EnfoRSer-D’s transformation that acquires a single lock for the entire region, avoiding both instrumentation at every memory access and transformations that ensure atomicity. However, acquiring a lock on the whole region—which involves acquiring the same lock for every pair of regions that potentially race with each other—adds high contention in many cases. The challenge is to apply these region locks judiciously.

5.2 Hybridizing Static and Dynamic Locks

This section describes the design of EnfoRSer-H, a version of EnfoRSer that enforces SBRS through a combination of per-object dynamic locks and per-region static locks. The high-level intuition of EnfoRSer-H is that using static locks to enforce SBRS incurs less instrumentation overhead than using dynamic locks (see the previous section for details of the overheads introduced by EnfoRSer-D), but using dynamic locks means that regions are less likely to conflict. Hence, EnfoRSer-H adopts a hybrid scheme that uses static locks
to provide atomicity where we expect few conflicts (reducing the likelihood of expensive contention), while using dynamic locks when regions often execute concurrently (where static locks would result in significant contention). The following sections describe: (a) how SBRS can be enforced using per-site static locks, and how static locks be coarsened to the granularity of regions to reduce overhead; (b) how SBRS can be enforced using a combination of static and dynamic locks; and (c) a policy for selecting the right combination of static and dynamic locks.

5.2.1 EnfoRSer-S: Enforcing SBRS with Static Locks

We first present a version of EnfoRSer that enforces SBRS with static locks only, called EnfoRSer-S. EnfoRSer-S operates as follows: first, it instantiates a global set of static locks, \( L \), for the program. Next, it associates each access site (hereafter called “site” for brevity) in a region with one of those static locks; the set of static locks acquired in a region \( r \) is \( L(r) \). Because \( L(r) \) is statically known, EnfoRSer-S can acquire all of the locks in the set at the beginning of the region, in some canonical order. Like in EnfoRSer-D, a region does not allow locks to be released in the middle of the region.

This strategy provides two-phase locking while avoiding the possibility of deadlock (because of the canonical ordering of static locks), without the need for complex atomicity transformations, as in EnfoRSer-D. However, this strategy alone does not suffice to guarantee atomicity. Consider two regions \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \), with a site \( s_1 \) in \( r_1 \) that reads an object \( o \), while a site \( s_2 \) in \( r_2 \) writes to that same object. To enforce SBRS, EnfoRSer-S must ensure that \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) cannot execute simultaneously. Note that EnfoRSer-D inherently provides this guarantee, due to its dynamic, per-object locking: because both \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) access \( o \), they will both attempt to acquire a lock on \( o \), triggering a conflict that EnfoRSer-D arbitrates.
EnfoRSer-S, on the other hand, uses static, per-site locks; we must ensure that the locks that EnfoRSer-S acquires in \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) prevent the regions from executing simultaneously.

We note that a pair of sites \( \langle s_1, s_2 \rangle \) presents a problem for enforcing SBRS only if three conditions are met: (i) both sites might access the same object; (ii) at least one of those accesses writes to the object; and (iii) the regions containing \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) could execute simultaneously in the original program. If any of those three conditions are not met, then executing \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) simultaneously does not violate atomicity. In other words, the problem arises if and only if \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) race. Hence, EnfoRSer-S can guarantee SBRS by ensuring that all pairs of sites that could race with each other use the same static lock. In other words, for any two regions \( r_a \) and \( r_b \) that contain sites \( s_a \) and \( s_b \) that race, EnfoRSer-S can guarantee SBRS by ensuring that \( L(r_a) \cap L(r_b) \neq \emptyset \).

Hence, EnfoRSer-S uses the following strategy for static lock assignment when choosing which lock to associate with each site. It begins by using a sound static race detector to determine which sites might race with each other. EnfoRSer-S uses this information to construct an equivalence relation, \( RACE \), over the set of sites in the program where \( s_1 RACE s_2 \) if and only if:

1. \( s_1 \) races with \( s_2 \) according to the race detector (which is a symmetric property); or

2. \( s_1 = s_2 \); or

3. \( \exists s_3 . s_1 RACE s_3 \land s_2 RACE s_3 \)

Note that \( s_a RACE s_b \) does not imply that \( s_a \) and \( s_b \) race with each other according to the static race detection analysis. \( RACE \) is an equivalence relation that adds reflexivity and transitivity to the symmetric property “(potentially) races with.”
Then, for each equivalence class in $RACE$, EnfoRSer-S assigns a single static lock.\(^{10}\) Hence, for each site $s$, EnfoRSer-S assigns it some lock $l$, which is associated with $s$’s equivalence class in $RACE$, and every site $s'$ that races with $s$ has been assigned $l$ as well. When this lock assignment algorithm is used with the locking strategy outlined above, EnfoRSer-S enforces SBRS using only static locks while avoiding deadlock.

**Coarsening static locks.** As described so far, the locking strategy for EnfoRSer-S requires that a lock be acquired for *every site* in a region. Acquiring a lock for every site in a region—including those that do not execute due to control flow—is likely to add overhead similar to EnfoRSer-D’s, which also acquires a lock for every memory access. To mitigate this overhead, we observe that locks can be *coarsened*: while each equivalence class in $RACE$ must use a single lock to ensure correctness, there is no reason that different equivalence classes must be assigned different locks.

EnfoRSer-S thus uses a simple, region-based strategy for lock coarsening: in the pursuit of low overhead, it uses a *single* static lock for each region. In other words, all sites in a given region are assigned the same lock. To formalize this, let us define the $SRSL$ relation as an equivalence relation where $s_1 \ SRSL \ s_2$ if and only if $s_1$ and $s_2$ are in the same region.\(^{11}\) $SRSL \cup RACE$ is also an equivalence relation, and EnfoRSer-S ensures that each equivalence class in this combined relation uses the same lock.

\(^{10}\)Note that some sites may not appear in $RACE$ at all. These sites do not require locks, as they cannot lead to an SBRS violation.

\(^{11}\)SRSL is an acronym for “same region (static locks).” It applies only to sites that use static locks, not dynamic locks. This distinction is irrelevant for EnfoRSer-S, which only uses static locks, but is relevant for EnfoRSer-H (Section 5.2.2).
Hence, each region $r$ acquires a single lock when it begins, and any region $r'$ that races with $r$ (i.e., contains a site that races with a site in $r$) will acquire the same, single static lock when it begins.

### 5.2.2 EnfoRSer-H: Enforcing SBRS with Static and Dynamic Locks

While enforcing SBRS with EnfoRSer-S is sound, we note that it can be overly conservative in deciding whether to prevent two regions from executing simultaneously, and hence over-serialize execution. If two regions contain sites that may race with each other according to the static race detector, EnfoRSer-S will introduce locks that prevent those regions from executing concurrently. However, this locking is subject to three sources of imprecision:

1. Because of control flow in regions, locks may be acquired that prevent two regions from executing simultaneously even though during that particular execution of the regions, one or both of the racing sites may not actually execute.

2. Static race detectors identify sites that may race. At run time, these races may not occur because either (a) the inherent imprecision of static analysis means that these sites never race, or (b) even though under some circumstances the sites race, in this particular execution the two sites access different objects and so no race occurs.

3. Because EnfoRSer-S assigns locks according to the $RACE$ relation (more precisely, according to the $RACE \cup SRSL$ relation), two sites may use the same lock because they each race with a third site, even though these two sites can never race with each other.
Note that these sources of imprecision are not equally problematic: acquiring static locks when those locks are unlikely to result in conflicts does not cause much contention, while acquiring static locks that introduce unnecessary conflicts, results in over-serialization. Note, too, that none of these sources of imprecision afflict EnfoRSer-D: its per-object locks always acquire exactly the locks necessary to prevent two conflicting regions from executing simultaneously.

We thus introduce EnfoRSer-H, a hybrid version of EnfoRSer that uses both static locks at the region level and dynamic locks at the memory access level. For each equivalence class in $RACE \cup SRSL$, EnfoRSer-H uses either static or dynamic locks, depending on the tradeoff between instrumentation overhead (which favors static locks) and likelihood of conflict (which favors dynamic locks).

We note that the $SRSL$ (“same region (static locks)”) relation applies only to accesses that use static locks. If two sites $s_1$ and $s_2$ are in the same region, $s_1 SRSL s_2$ only if both $s_1$ and $s_2$ use static locks. $SRSL$ is thus defined in part according to EnfoRSer-H’s choice of static versus dynamic locks for each site.

EnfoRSer-H proceeds directly from the definition of EnfoRSer-S. EnfoRSer-S uses a single, static lock to protect each equivalence class of $RACE \cup SRSL$. EnfoRSer-H allows some of those equivalence classes to be protected using EnfoRSer-D’s dynamic, per-object locks instead. In other words, each site in the region is either protected by a static lock (which is acquired at the beginning of the region, a la EnfoRSer-S) or by a dynamic lock (which is acquired on demand, right before the access, a la EnfoRSer-D). As long as all the sites in a $RACE \cup SRSL$ equivalence class use the same type of lock (static or dynamic), atomicity of regions is still ensured.
Note that, if any site in a region uses dynamic locks, the site must be transformed using one of EnfoRSer-D’s atomicity transformations to support restart. For regions that have a mix of static and dynamic locks, the static locks are acquired before the transformed region executes.

### 5.2.3 Choosing Which Locks to Use

Section 5.2.2 described how EnfoRSer-H can operate with different sites using different types of locks to enforce atomicity and hence provide SBRS. An obvious question to ask is how to determine which sites should use which type of lock. Static locks should be used when excessive serialization is unlikely—when sites do not often conflict. Dynamic locks, on the other hand, should be used when the benefit of determining more precisely when regions conflict makes up for higher instrumentation overheads. Because these are run-time properties, EnfoRSer-H uses profiling to collect information about the behavior of regions in the program. This profiling information is then used by a lock assignment algorithm that determines which type of lock should protect each site. This section describes that process.

**Profiling data.** Run-time profiling collects three pieces of data:

1. for each site $s$, the execution frequency of the region containing $s$;

2. for each site $s$, the number of conflicting lock acquires that occur when using a static lock, based on the $RACE$ equivalence class, in order to protect $s$’s region; and

3. a mapping from sites to the region(s) that contain them statically (sites may appear in multiple regions statically, e.g., because of code expansion optimizations such as inlining).
The first two pieces of data are execution frequencies computed by compiler-inserted instrumentation. The third is computed by the just-in-time compiler.

In order to collect this data, each method is first compiled so that each site in a region is guarded by a static lock associated with its \textit{RACE} equivalence class—which is equivalent to EnfoRSer-S without considering the \textit{SRSL} relation. The compiler inserts instrumentation at each static lock acquire to count execution frequency and the frequency of conflicting acquires. The compiler updates the mapping from sites to regions as it compiles each region.

\textbf{Assigning locks.} Under EnfoRSer-H, some sites are guarded by static locks while other sites use dynamic locks. The number of possible configurations for a hybrid implementation is $2^N$, where $N$ is the number of equivalence classes in the \textit{RACE} equivalence relation. Each equivalence class can be independently set to use static locks or dynamic locks, but all of the sites in an equivalence class must use the same type of lock for correctness. Note that in practice, there are fewer than $2^N$ possible configurations: for a given configuration, the use of the \textit{SRSL} relation to perform lock coarsening means that equivalence classes in \textit{RACE} that have sites that appear in the same region must use the same type of lock; assigning one \textit{RACE} class to use static locks may ultimately require that several other \textit{RACE} classes also use static locks.

EnfoRSer-H uses a greedy algorithm, as shown in Algorithm 1, to determine which \textit{RACE} classes should use static locks and which should use dynamic locks. The algorithm begins by assuming that all regions use static locks. Based on this assumption, it computes the associated \textit{SRSL} relation. Starting with this assignment, the algorithm computes an \textit{estimated cost} according to a function \texttt{estimateCost}. This estimated cost is a function of
Algorithm 1  EnfoRSer-H’s lock assignment algorithm.

1: buildSRSLRelation()
2: initialCost ← estimateCost()
3: for Site s in RACE do
4:   sType ← s.getLockType()
5:   if sType is static lock type then
6:     s.setLockType(DynamicLockType)  # Change the lock type to per-object type
7:     markAllSitesInRaceEqvClassAsDynamicLockType(s)
8:   buildSRSLRelation()
9:   currentCost ← estimateCost()
10:  if currentCost ≤ initialCost then
11:    initialCost ← currentCost
12:  else
13:    s.setLockType(StaticLockType)
14:    resetAllSitesInRaceEqvClassAsStaticLockType(s)
15:   buildSRSLRelation()
16: end if
17: end if
18: end for

the expected number of executed lock acquires and conflicting lock acquires. This section
describes estimateCost in more detail below.

Given a lock configuration and an estimated instrumentation cost, the algorithm pro-
ceeds greedily. It iterates through each RACE equivalence class, switching all of the class’s
sites to use dynamic locks (if they have not already been assigned dynamic locks). The al-
gorithm propagates the effects of this switch by recalculating the SRSL relation (since sites
using dynamic locks are not included in SRSL). The algorithm then computes the cost of
this new configuration. If the cost is less than the previous configuration, then the algo-

rithm continues on to the next iteration with the new configuration, i.e., with the sites in the
current RACE equivalence class using dynamic locks. Otherwise, the algorithm continues
with the previous configuration, i.e., with the sites in the current RACE equivalence class
using static locks.
While this greedy algorithm may not find the optimal (i.e., lowest estimated cost) configuration, our experience is that it is effective in finding better configurations when they exist. For example, our evaluation shows that in cases where profiling indicates that static locks incur many conflicts, the algorithm correctly chooses an assignment that instruments the program with mostly dynamic locks.

**Estimating execution cost.** At a high level, EnfoRSer-H predicts the costs that an execution will incur from acquiring locks, given profiling data and a candidate assignment of locks to be static or dynamic.

The basic intuition behind the estimate are two sources of overhead when enforcing SBRS using EnfoRSer-H:

1. **The fast-path cost.** This is the cost of acquiring the necessary locks to execute a region, assuming conflict freedom. For a region \( r \), its estimated fast-path cost is:

\[
C_{fp}(r) = \text{locks}(r) \times T_{fp}
\]

where \( T_{fp} \) is the fast-path cost factor, and \( \text{locks}(r) \) is estimated as follows.

If the region \( r \) is protected by a static lock, one static lock acquire executes for the entire region. The function estimates this frequency as the maximum frequency of all sites in the region:

\[
\text{locks}(r) = \max_{s \in R} (\text{freq}(s))
\]

where \( \text{freq}(s) \) is number of times that a lock executed for site \( s \) according to profiling.

If the region is protected by dynamic locks, the fast-path cost is estimated by summing the frequencies of all sites in the region:

\[
\text{locks}(r) = \sum_{s \in R} (\text{freq}(s))
\]
although it is an overestimate because it does not account for control flow.

2. The conflict cost. This is the cost of a conflict when a lock’s ownership must be transferred to a new thread (Section 5.1). For a region $r$, its estimated conflict cost is:

$$ C_{\text{conf}}(r) = \text{conflicts}(r) \times T_{\text{conf}} $$

where $T_{\text{conf}}$ is the conflict cost factor, and $\text{conflicts}(r)$ is estimated as follows.

If the region $r$ is protected by a static lock, our experience suggests that merging locks using the SRSL relation leads to a higher conflict rate than for the maximum conflicts of all sites in the region, so we instead compute the sum of all sites’ conflicts in the region:

$$ \text{conflicts}(r) = \sum_{s \in r} (\text{conflicts}(s)) $$

where $\text{conflicts}(s)$ is the number of conflicting lock acquires for $s$ according to profiling.

If $r$ is protected by a dynamic lock, the algorithm cannot estimate the number of conflicts for dynamic locks because EnfRoSer-H collects profiling information using static locks based on RACE. Since dynamic locks tend to conflict infrequently compared to static locks, we assume no conflicts for dynamic locks:

$$ \text{conflicts}(r) = 0 $$

Summing up all these costs across all regions provides an estimate of the instrumentation cost for a given lock assignment. Section 5.2.4 discusses the impact of the two cost factors, $T_{fp}$ and $T_{\text{conf}}$. 
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Figure 5.1: EnfoRSer-H’s optimization pipeline.
Overview of EnfoRSer-H’s optimization pipeline. Figure 5.1 illustrates EnfoRSer-H’s optimization process. Each method is initially compiled so that each of its regions uses static locks based solely on the \textit{RACE} relation, as well as counters for collecting profile information. The second compilation uses the results of the assignment algorithm to use the chosen combination of static and dynamic locks.

5.2.4 Improving the Cost Estimate

This section describes a few extensions to the \texttt{estimateCost} function that help to improve its accuracy.

Conservative conflict prediction. We note that EnfoRSer-H’s profiling counts a site’s conflicts using static locks merged according to the \textit{RACE} equivalence class, but EnfoRSer-H chooses static locks so that all sites in the \textit{RACE} \textcup \textit{SRSL} equivalence class will use the same static lock. As a result, any two sites in this equivalence class that did not conflict with each other during profiling, may now conflict with each other with the coarsened locks.

To provide a better prediction of this effect, the \texttt{estimateCost} function computes the number of predicted conflicts for a site by taking the maximum number of conflicts measured for any site in the same \textit{RACE} \textcup \textit{SRSL} equivalence class:

\[
\text{computedConflicts}(s) = \max_{e \subseteq e} \text{profiledConflicts}(s)
\]

where \(e\) is the \textit{RACE} \textcup \textit{SRSL} equivalence class for \(s\).

Considering redundant lock acquires in the model. EnfoRSer-D and EnfoRSer-H use an optimization that removes redundant dynamic locks: if an earlier access in a region guarantees that the appropriate lock will already be held for a given access, the lock acquire for the latter access can be elided (Section 4.2) \cite{SBZ+15}. The cost model accounts
for this effect by internally performing this *redundant lock elimination* optimization when computing the estimated fast-path cost for a region.

**Ratio of costs of a conflict and a fast path.** The two parameters in the cost model that drive the instrumentation overhead estimates are the cost of a fast path, $T_{fp}$, and the cost of a conflict on statically-locked regions, $T_{confl}$. The ratio of these two parameters captures how biased the assignment algorithm is toward static versus dynamic locks: static locks incur conflicts, and are selected against if $T_{confl}$ is high, while dynamic locks require more fast paths, and are selected against if $T_{fp}$ is high. Adjusting the ratio between these parameters leads to different lock assignment outcomes. In our experiments, we have found that EnfoRSer-H’s performance is quite stable across a wide range for the ratio of $T_{confl}$ to $T_{fp}$ (50–300), suggesting that it is most important to identify a key set of outlier regions when performing lock assignment.

### 5.3 Implementation

We have implemented the EnfoRSer configurations in Jikes RVM 3.1.3 [AAB+00, AAB+05].\(^{12}\) a Java virtual machine that provides performance competitive with commercial JVMs [BZBL15]. Our implementation builds on the publicly available implementation of our previous work, which provides only the EnfoRSer-D algorithm as discussed earlier (Section 4.3) [SBZ+15]. We have now made our implementations of EnfoRSer-D, EnfoRSer-S, and EnfoRSer-H publicly available on the Jikes RVM Research Archive.\(^{13}\)

Jikes RVM uses two just-in-time compilers at run time. The first time a method executes, Jikes RVM compiles it with the *baseline* compiler, which generates unoptimized

\(^{12}\)http://www.jikesrvm.org

\(^{13}\)http://www.jikesrvm.org/Resources/ResearchArchive/
machine code directly from Java bytecode. When a method becomes hot, Jikes RVM compiles it with the optimizing compiler at successively higher optimization levels. As in the EnfoRSer-D’s implementation, we modify only the optimizing compiler to enforce SBRS, since EnfoRSer’s transformations require a compiler internal representation (Section 4.1.5). While this approach is technically unsound, it approximates the performance of a fully sound implementation because, by design, execution spends most of its time in optimized code.

As in the EnfoRSer-D’s implementation (Section 4.1.1), the compiler limits reordering across region boundaries (synchronization operations, method calls, and loop back edges) in order to preserve SBRS. After letting the compiler perform some standard optimizations, the optimizing compiler performs EnfoRSer transformations, followed by additional standard optimizations, which help to “clean up” the code generated by EnfoRSer’s transformations [SBZ+15].

5.3.1 Methodology

Profiling and recompilation. EnfoRSer-S and EnfoRSer-H require profile information. Both EnfoRSer-S and EnfoRSer-H require information from the optimizing compiler about the SRSL relation, i.e., which sites are compiled into which regions. Although in theory SRSL could be computed statically, in practice inlining decisions and other optimizations expand regions and increase sites which appear in the same statically bounded regions. In addition, EnfoRSer-H relies on run-time profiling to compute the number of lock acquires and conflicts when using static locks. Both EnfoRSer-S and EnfoRSer-H initially choose static locks based only on the RACE relation, which enables collecting run-time profile information about conflicts within each RACE equivalence class.
In theory, an implementation could perform online profiling, updating \textit{SRSL} and adjusting the locking strategy for sites on the fly. This approach would require recompiling all methods affected by the use of new locks and new locking strategies. While such an approach is possible, we have not undertaken this engineering effort. Instead, our implementation runs two iterations of each program. The first iteration collects profile information: it executes code compiled entirely with static locks based only on the \textit{RACE} equivalence class. Note that the \textit{SRSL} equivalence classes are not known during the first iteration, so the first iteration cannot use code compiled based on \textit{SRSL}.

After the first iteration completes, Jikes RVM recompiles all methods that have been compiled by the optimizing compiler: when the optimizing compiler recompiles a method during this phase, it uses the profile information from the first iteration. For the EnfoRSer-S configuration, the compiler uses the \textit{SRSL} relation in order to compute static region locks based on \textit{RACE} \cup \textit{SRSL}. EnfoRSer-H runs the assignment algorithm, which uses run-time profile information about static locks in order to decide whether to use static or dynamic locks for each site. For sites that use static locks, EnfoRSer-H uses the \textit{RACE} \cup \textit{SRSL} relation in order to use one lock for each region while preserving correctness. EnfoRSer-D ignores the profiling information and uses dynamic per-object locks, and is thus equivalent to our prior work \cite{SBZ+15}.

The second iteration then executes using the recompiled methods. Our evaluation reports the cost of the second iteration only.

This two-iteration methodology thus represents an optimistic performance measurement: it excludes compilation time and the cost of the assignment algorithm, and it uses profile information on a prior identical run. On the other hand, this methodology does not
account for the fact that EnfoRSer-S and EnfoRSer-H have the potential to reduce compilation time (and thus execution time, since JIT compilation can affect program execution time) by avoiding EnfoRSer-D’s complex atomicity transformations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th><strong>EnfoRSer-D</strong></th>
<th></th>
<th><strong>EnfoRSer-S</strong></th>
<th></th>
<th><strong>EnfoRSer-H</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Executed</td>
<td>Conf.</td>
<td>Executed</td>
<td>Conf.</td>
<td>Executed</td>
<td>Conf.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>hsqldb</strong></td>
<td>4.7×10^6</td>
<td>5.9×10^5</td>
<td>2.1×10^8</td>
<td>5.2×10^3</td>
<td>2.3×10^7</td>
<td>3.8×10^3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>lusearch</strong></td>
<td>1.5×10^9</td>
<td>3.9×10^3</td>
<td>3.8×10^8</td>
<td>3.3×10^8</td>
<td>4.1×10^7</td>
<td>3.7×10^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>xalan</strong></td>
<td>6.1×10^9</td>
<td>1.4×10^7</td>
<td>2.3×10^9</td>
<td>1.5×10^9</td>
<td>2.0×10^8</td>
<td>1.7×10^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>avrora</strong></td>
<td>4.0×10^9</td>
<td>4.0×10^8</td>
<td>1.1×10^9</td>
<td>7.9×10^8</td>
<td>3.8×10^8</td>
<td>1.0×10^1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>luindex</strong></td>
<td>1.3×10^8</td>
<td>7.1×10^1</td>
<td>6.8×10^7</td>
<td>1.8×10^1</td>
<td>6.0×10^7</td>
<td>3.0×10^0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>lusearch</strong></td>
<td>1.5×10^9</td>
<td>1.2×10^4</td>
<td>4.7×10^8</td>
<td>4.4×10^8</td>
<td>1.0×10^8</td>
<td>3.1×10^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>sunflow</strong></td>
<td>7.2×10^9</td>
<td>1.6×10^4</td>
<td>3.3×10^9</td>
<td>6.0×10^7</td>
<td>2.1×10^9</td>
<td>3.2×10^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>xalan</strong></td>
<td>4.2×10^9</td>
<td>2.0×10^7</td>
<td>1.3×10^9</td>
<td>6.2×10^8</td>
<td>1.2×10^8</td>
<td>3.4×10^4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>pjbb2000</strong></td>
<td>1.2×10^9</td>
<td>9.5×10^5</td>
<td>6.2×10^8</td>
<td>2.6×10^8</td>
<td>1.2×10^8</td>
<td>1.4×10^3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>pjbb2005</strong></td>
<td>6.3×10^9</td>
<td>4.0×10^8</td>
<td>1.8×10^9</td>
<td>1.0×10^9</td>
<td>1.1×10^9</td>
<td>2.5×10^3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EnfoRSer-H</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Executed</td>
<td>Conf.</td>
<td>Executed</td>
<td>Conf.</td>
<td>Executed</td>
<td>Conf.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>hsqldb</strong></td>
<td>4.7×10^8</td>
<td>5.6×10^9</td>
<td>4.7×10^8</td>
<td>5.7×10^9</td>
<td>4.7×10^8</td>
<td>5.7×10^9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>lusearch</strong></td>
<td>1.4×10^9</td>
<td>3.6×10^3</td>
<td>1.4×10^9</td>
<td>4.0×10^3</td>
<td>1.4×10^9</td>
<td>4.0×10^3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>xalan</strong></td>
<td>6.1×10^9</td>
<td>1.5×10^7</td>
<td>6.3×10^9</td>
<td>1.5×10^7</td>
<td>6.3×10^9</td>
<td>1.5×10^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>avrora</strong></td>
<td>3.9×10^9</td>
<td>4.0×10^6</td>
<td>4.3×10^9</td>
<td>4.0×10^6</td>
<td>4.3×10^9</td>
<td>4.0×10^6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>luindex</strong></td>
<td>6.5×10^6</td>
<td>3.3×10^1</td>
<td>6.6×10^7</td>
<td>3.6×10^1</td>
<td>6.6×10^7</td>
<td>3.6×10^1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>lusearch</strong></td>
<td>1.4×10^9</td>
<td>9.7×10^2</td>
<td>1.5×10^9</td>
<td>4.0×10^3</td>
<td>1.5×10^9</td>
<td>4.0×10^3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>sunflow</strong></td>
<td>2.3×10^9</td>
<td>1.2×10^4</td>
<td>4.4×10^9</td>
<td>1.2×10^4</td>
<td>4.4×10^9</td>
<td>1.2×10^4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>xalan</strong></td>
<td>4.1×10^9</td>
<td>2.0×10^7</td>
<td>4.2×10^9</td>
<td>2.0×10^7</td>
<td>4.2×10^9</td>
<td>2.0×10^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>pjbb2000</strong></td>
<td>1.1×10^9</td>
<td>9.5×10^5</td>
<td>1.2×10^9</td>
<td>9.5×10^5</td>
<td>1.2×10^9</td>
<td>9.5×10^5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>pjbb2005</strong></td>
<td>4.4×10^9</td>
<td>4.2×10^8</td>
<td>5.5×10^9</td>
<td>4.2×10^8</td>
<td>5.5×10^9</td>
<td>4.2×10^8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Dynamic lock acquire operations executed, and the number of them that result in a conflicting lock state transition requiring coordination among threads. For EnfoRSer-H, the table shows the breakdown for static and dynamic locks.
5.4 Evaluation

This section compares the run-time characteristics and performance of EnfoRSer-D, EnfoRSer-S, and EnfoRSer-H.

Static race detection. EnfoRSer-S and EnfoRSer-H rely on conservative static data race detection in order to compute the $RACE$ relation. We use Naik et al.’s whole-program static data race detector, implemented as the publicly available tool Chord.\(^4\) We disable Chord’s lockset analysis, which is unsound (has false negatives) because it uses may-alias analysis [NAW06].\(^5\) The resulting analysis identifies accesses as data race free (DRF) based on static thread escape analysis and fork–join analysis [NAW06]. We use Chord’s built-in mechanism to handle reflection, which resolves reflective calls by running the input program prior to the static analysis.

In prior work, we used the same configuration of Chord in order to identify definitely DRF accesses, which can forgo EnfoRSer-D locks (Section 4.2) [SBZ\(^+\)15]. For a fair comparison, our evaluation continues to perform this optimization for EnfoRSer-D.

Benchmarks. We evaluate the EnfoRSer implementations using benchmarked versions of large, real-world multithreaded applications: the DaCapo benchmarks [BGH\(^+\)06] versions 2006-10-MR2 and 9.12-bach (2009), distinguished with names suffixed with ‘6’ and ‘9’, using the large workload size; and fixed-workload versions of SPECjbb2000 and SPECjbb2005.\(^6\) We exclude benchmarks that unmodified Jikes RVM cannot execute. In

\(^4\)http://pag.gatech.edu/chord

\(^5\)We have confirmed with Naik that the sound version of Chord’s analysis, which uses conditional must-not alias analysis, is not available [NA07].

\(^6\)http://www.spec.org/jbb200\{0,5\}, http://users.cecs.anu.edu.au/~steveb/research/research-infrastructure/pjb2005
Figure 5.2: Run-time overhead of providing SBRS with EnfoRSer configurations that use dynamic locks, static locks, or a hybrid of both.

addition, we exclude eclipse6 since Chord fails when analyzing it. We exclude jython9 and pmd9 since Chord does not report any potential data races in these programs; we suspect that jython9, which has limited multithreaded behavior, in fact has no data races, while Chord does not understand pmd9’s multithreading based on futures. We cross-checked Chord’s results with a dynamic race detector’s output [FF09, BCM10]; we found one class (in jbb2005) that Chord does not analyze at all (for unknown reasons), so EnfoRSer-S, EnfoRSer-D and EnfoRSer-H fully instrument this class.

Platform. The experiments execute a high-performance configuration of Jikes RVM with the default high-performance garbage collector (FastAdaptiveGenImmix). The experiments execute on an Intel Xeon E5-4620 system with four 8-core processors (32 cores total) running Linux 2.6.32.
5.4.1 Run-Time Characteristics

Table 5.1 reports how many lock acquires execute, and how many of them incur a conflicting transition, for each EnfoRSer configuration. Each result is the mean of five trials of a statistics-gathering configuration of EnfoRSer-D, EnfoRSer-S, or EnfoRSer-H. For each configuration, the first column under Total reports the total number of lock acquire operations executed, and the second column reports how many of those operations result in a conflicting lock state transition, requiring coordination among threads.

As expected, EnfoRSer-S acquires a single lock per region, rather than per memory access, so it performs fewer lock acquires than EnfoRSer-D. However, EnfoRSer-S incurs many more conflicts than EnfoRSer-D, except for two programs (hsqldb6 and luindex9). EnfoRSer-S incurs many more conflicts than EnfoRSer-D because of the imprecision of detecting conflicts with static locks, for reasons described in Section 5.2.2.

For luindex9 and sunflow9, EnfoRSer-H achieves its desired goal, reducing lock acquires by 39–49% relative to EnfoRSer-D, without substantially affecting the fraction of conflicts, which is already very low. As Section 5.4.2 shows, EnfoRSer-H is able to lower run-time overhead relative to EnfoRSer-D for these programs.

For other programs, EnfoRSer-H does not substantially affect how many lock acquire operations execute compared with EnfoRSer-D. At the same time, EnfoRSer-H does not significantly increase total lock acquires nor conflicting lock acquires. EnfoRSer-H does increase the total number of lock acquires slightly for xalan6 and avrora9 compared with EnfoRSer-D; this possibly unintuitive result is a side effect of the fact that EnfoRSer-H’s static lock acquires execute at the beginning of a region (i.e., they are not sensitive to control flow in the region), while EnfoRSer-D’s dynamic lock acquires execute only when their corresponding access executes.
We note that for pjbb2005, EnfoRSer-H reduces lock acquire operations compared with EnfoRSer-D. However, EnfoRSer-H also incurs more conflicts than EnfoRSer-D; the rate of conflicts is high for pjbb2005, so even a modest increase can incur high overhead, which may explain why our performance evaluation shows no statistically significant difference in overhead between the two configurations for pjbb2005 (Section 5.4.2).

5.4.2 Performance

Figure 5.2 shows the overhead of EnfoRSer-D, EnfoRSer-S, and EnfoRSer-H over baseline execution. Each bar is the mean of at least 10 trials; each bar has a 95% confidence interval centered at the mean. As in Section 5.4.1, for each configuration including the baseline (unmodified Jikes RVM), Jikes RVM executes two iterations. The first iteration always uses static locks based solely on the RACE relation. Before the second iteration, the optimizing compiler recompiles methods according to the EnfoRSer configuration: EnfoRSer-S and EnfoRSer-H compute $RACE \cup SRSL$ equivalence classes, and EnfoRSer-H uses the assignment algorithm to choose a combination of static and dynamic locks. In the baseline configuration, the optimizing compiler recompiles all methods without any instrumentation.

For most programs, EnfoRSer-S incurs substantially higher overhead than EnfoRSer-D, which is a result of EnfoRSer-S causing many more conflicting lock acquires than EnfoRSer-D (Table 5.1). EnfoRSer-S incurs an average overhead of 2600% overhead (a 27X slowdown) over baseline execution. This result shows that static locks must be applied judiciously in order to be effective.

\[17\] For some programs with high execution time variance, we have run additional trials in an effort to reduce confidence interval sizes.
EnfoRSer-S outperforms or matches EnfoRSer-D’s performance for hsqldb6 and luindex9, which is to be expected from the low number of conflicts it occurs in Table 5.1.

Overall, EnfoRSer-H is able to improve the performance of enforcing SBRS compared with EnfoRSer-D, but the average improvement is modest: from 27% to 26%, a 4% reduction in overhead. This result is unsurprising given the results from Table 5.1: the reduction is modest overall, and significant benefits from EnfoRSer-H are limited to a few programs.

For two programs, luindex9 and sunflow9, EnfoRSer-H reduces overhead substantially compared with EnfoRSer-D, 63% and 87% reduction in overhead, respectively, over the baseline. Note that for luindex9, EnfoRSer-S also incurs low overhead compared to EnfoRSer-D since it reduces lock acquires without increasing the number of conflicting acquires, as this program inherently has few conflicts. This result follows directly from Table 5.1, which shows that EnfoRSer-H performs about half as many lock acquire operations as EnfoRSer-D for each of these programs.

For all other programs, EnfoRSer-H does not perform significantly worse than EnfoRSer-D. (EnfoRSer-H appears to perform slightly worse for xalan6, lusearch9, and xalan9, but the confidence intervals overlap.) This outcome results from EnfoRSer-H’s assignment algorithm finding relatively few executing regions that can use static region locks without incurring significant contention (as Table 5.1 suggests), so it conservatively uses dynamic per-object locks in most cases, and thus EnfoRSer-H’s performance resembles EnfoRSer-D’s performance in these cases.

These results show the opportunities for and limitations of hybridizing locks to enforce SBRS efficiently. While static locks reduce the number of executed lock acquires compared with dynamic locks, their conservatism introduces many false conflicts. EnfoRSer-H judiciously uses static locks only where profiling and the cost model predict few enough
conflicts to not outweigh the reduction in lock acquires, achieving better performance than either EnfoRSer-D or EnfoRSer-S can achieve alone. While the overall performance improvement is modest, EnfoRSer-H generally does not hurt performance relative to EnfoRSer-D or EnfoRSer-S, and it has the potential to improve performance significantly in cases that can benefit from a hybrid of static and dynamic locks.

5.5 Summary

EnfoRSer-H further strengthens the techniques of providing strong semantics for common Java programs. Though the implementation is for Java, the techniques are general enough to be extended to other languages. The low-cost enforcement of SBRS in real-world programs is more practical with EnfoRSer-H. EnfoRSer already reduces the synchronization overhead for enforcement of SBRS by using lightweight reader-writer locks [BKC+13]. However, it does not focus on the instrumentation overhead, especially for benchmarks where atomicity with two-phase locking could be expensive. EnfoRSer-H bridges that gap by using profile guided instrumentation. It meets dynamic locking constraints by addressing the constraints based on static race detection results—to enforce SBRS correctly—while still using multiple synchronization mechanisms in a single execution.

EnfoRSer-D and EnfoRSer-H make SBRS practical on commodity hardware, but still, incurs significant overhead for programs with more that 0.1% of inter-thread conflicts of all dynamic memory accesses. Both EnfoRSer-D and EnfoRSer-H incur the cost of heavyweight compiler analysis and transformations which affect execution time in a runtime that uses a JIT compiler. In the remainder of the dissertation, we address these pitfalls that stem from software-based conflict detection and expensive compiler analysis. In particular, we
resolve these issues by relying on specialized hardware—hardware transactional memory (HTM) that provides conflict detection and rollback mechanism inherently in the hardware. However, commodity HTM poses several practical challenges. Next, we investigate ways to overcome the challenges in adopting HTM to enforce SBRS.

5.6 Impact and Meaning

The insights and empirical findings discussed with the EnfoRSer-H technique have significant implications. EnfoRSer-H shows directions to capitalize on low-conflict code regions in enforcing bounded region serializability. It advances the state of the art by reducing the overhead in enforcement of SBRS on commodity systems—by exploiting dynamic program characteristics. It shows empirically, the importance of single-threaded overhead while designing dynamic analyses in applications with high-density of accesses. Future research can consider hybridizing the granularity of instrumentation for performance and leveraging static analysis for correctness, for other runtime support mechanisms in concurrent systems.
Chapter 6: End-to-End Dynamically Bounded Region Serializability
Using Commodity Hardware Transactional Memory

Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 provide support for the end-to-end memory model called dynamically bounded region serializability (DBRS) introduced in Chapter 3. DBRS guarantees atomic execution for regions of code between well-defined program points: loop back edges, method calls and returns, and synchronization operations. This guarantee with respect to the original program has the potential to simplify the job of analyses, systems, and developers. EnfoRSer, described in Chapter 4 requires complex compiler transformations, and its performance is sensitive to a program’s memory access communication patterns (Sections 4.4).

This chapter introduces an approach called Legato that provides end-to-end DBRS using commodity hardware transactional memory (HTM) [HLR10, HM93, YHLR13]. Our implementation targets Intel’s Transactional Synchronization Extensions (TSX) [YHLR13], which is widely available on mainstream commercial processors. While enforcing DBRS with commodity HTM seems straightforward, commodity HTM has two relevant limitations. First, the cost of starting and stopping a transaction is relatively high [YHLR13, RB13]. We find that a naïve implementation of DBRS that executes each dynamically
bounded region (DBR) in its own transaction, slows programs on average by 2.7X (Section 6.4.3). Second, commodity HTM is “best effort,” meaning that any transaction might abort, requiring a non-transactional fallback.

Legato overcomes the first challenge (high per-transaction costs) by merging multiple DBRS into a single transaction. However, longer transactions run into the second challenge, since they are more likely to abort for reasons such as memory access conflicts, private cache misses, and unsupported instructions and events. Legato thus introduces a dynamic, online algorithm that decides, on the fly, how many DBRS to merge into a transaction, based on the history of recently attempted transactions, considering both transient and phased program behavior. For the (rare) single-DBR transactions that commodity HTM cannot commit, Legato falls back to a global lock to ensure progress.

Our evaluation compares our implementation of Legato with the closest related prior work, which is our work—EnfoRSer as described in Chapter 4 [SBZ+15], on benchmarked versions of large, real, multithreaded Java applications [BGH+06]. In addition to outperforming EnfoRSer on average, Legato provides two key advantages over EnfoRSer. First, Legato provides stable performance across programs, whereas EnfoRSer’s approach is sensitive to an execution’s amount of shared-memory communication. For programs with more communicating memory accesses, EnfoRSer slows them considerably, and Legato provides significantly lower overhead. Second, Legato adds significantly less compiler complexity and costs than EnfoRSer—reducing execution costs for just-in-time compilation. Overall, Legato demonstrates the potential benefits—and the inherent limits—of using commodity HTM to enforce strong memory consistency.
6.1 Commodity HTM’s Limitations and Challenges

Chapter 2 provides background on HTM and describes the programmability with Intel’s HTM (TSX). Here we elaborate its properties that constrains its adoption for serializability enforcement. Intel’s commodity HTM has two main constraints that limit its direct adoption for providing region serializability with low overhead: best-effort completion and run-time overhead. Prior work that leverages Intel TSX for various purposes has encountered similar issues [YHLR13, RB13, RUJ14, AOS15, ZLJ16, LGPS15, MKTD14, LXG+14, OS15]. (Prior work uses TSX for purposes that are distinct from ours, e.g., optimizing data race detection. An exception is observationally cooperative multithreading [OS15]; Chapter 7.)

Best-effort speculative execution. The TSX specification explicitly provides no guarantees that any transaction will commit. In practice, transactions abort for various reasons:

Data conflicts: While a core executes a transaction, if any other core (whether or not it is in a transaction) accesses a cache line accessed by the transaction in a conflicting way, the transaction aborts.

Evictions: In general, an eviction from the L1 or L2 private cache (depending on the TSX implementation) triggers an abort. Thus a transaction can abort simply because the footprint of the transaction exceeds the cache.

Unsupported instructions: The TSX implementation may not support execution of certain instructions, such as CPUID, PAUSE, and INT within a transaction.

Unsupported events: The TSX implementation may not support certain events, such as page faults, context switches, and hardware traps.

Other reasons: A transaction may abort for other, potentially undocumented, reasons.
Overheads of transactional execution. A transactional abort costs about 150 clock cycles, according to Ritson and Barnes [RB13]—which is on top of the costs of re-executing the transaction speculatively or executing fallback code.

Even in the absence of aborts, simply executing in transactions incurs overhead. Prior work finds that each transaction (i.e., each non-nested XBEGIN–XEND pair) incurs fixed “startup” and “tear-down” costs approximately equal to the overhead of three uncontended atomic operations (e.g., test-and-set or compare-and-swap) [RB13, YHLR13]. Prior work also finds that transactional reads have overhead [RB13], meaning that executing a transaction incurs non-fixed costs as well.

6.2 Legato: Enforcing DBRS with HTM

Enforcing the DBRS memory model with HTM appears to be a straightforward proposition. The compiler can enclose each dynamically bounded region (DBR) in a hardware transaction; the atomicity of hardware transactions thus naturally provides region serializability. Unfortunately, this straightforward approach has several challenges. First, the operations to begin and end a hardware transaction are quite expensive—nearly the cost of three atomic operations per transaction [RB13, YHLR13] (Section 6.1). Because DBRs can be quite short, incurring the cost of three atomic operations per region can lead to significant overhead; indeed, on the benchmarks we evaluate, we find that simply placing each DBR in a hardware transaction leads to 175% overhead over an unmodified JVM (see Section 6.4.3). On the other hand, if a transaction is large, a second problem arises: commodity HTM is best-effort, so transactional execution of the DBR is not guaranteed to
complete, e.g., if the memory footprint of a transaction exceeds hardware capacity (Section 6.1). Third, even short regions of code may contain operations such as page faults that cannot execute inside an HTM transaction.

6.2.1 Solution Overview

We propose a novel solution, called Legato, to enforce DBRS at reasonable overheads, overcoming the challenges posed by expensive HTM instructions. Our key insight lies in amortizing the cost of starting and ending transactions by merging multiple DBRs into a single hardware transaction. Note that merging DBRs into a larger atomic unit does not violate the memory model: if a group of DBRs executes atomically, the resulting execution is still equivalent to a serialization of DBRs.

Rather than merging together a fixed number of regions into a single transaction (which could run afoul of the other problems outlined above), we propose an adaptive merging strategy that varies the number of regions placed into a hardware transaction based on the history of recent aborts and commits, to adapt to transient and phased program behavior. As transactions successfully commit, Legato increases the number of regions placed into a single transaction, further amortizing HTM overheads. To avoid the problem of large transactions repeatedly aborting due to HTM capacity limitations, Legato responds to an aborted transaction by placing fewer regions into the next transaction. Section 6.2.2 describes Legato’s merging algorithm in detail.

Legato’s merging algorithm addresses the first two issues with using HTM to enforce DBRS. The third issue, where HTM is unable to complete a single region due to incompatible operations, can be tackled by using a fallback mechanism that executes a DBR using a global lock, which is acceptable since fallbacks are infrequent.

\[18\] In music, “legato” means to play smoothly, with no breaks between notes.
6.2.2 Merging Regions to Amortize Overhead

If Legato is to merge DBRs together to reduce overhead, the obvious question is how many regions to merge together to execute in a hardware transaction. At a minimum, each region can be executed separately, but as we have discussed, this leads to too much overhead. At the maximum, regions can be merged until “hard” boundaries are hit: operations such as thread fork and monitor wait that inherently interrupt atomicity. While this maximal merging would produce the lowest possible overhead from transactional instructions, it is not possible in practice, due to practical limitations of transactional execution, as well as specific limitations introduced by commodity HTMs, such as Intel’s TSX. We identify three issues that exert downward pressure on the number of regions that can be executed as a single transaction:

1. Conflicts between transactions will cause one of the transactions to abort and roll back, wasting any work performed prior to the abort. Larger transactions are likely to waste more work. Predicting statically when region conflicts might happen is virtually impossible.

2. Intel’s HTM implementation has capacity limits: while executing a hardware transaction, caches buffer transactional state. If the read and write sets of the transaction exceed the cache size, the transaction aborts even if there is no region conflict. In general, larger transactions have larger read and write sets, so are more likely to abort due to capacity limits. While in principle it might be possible to predict when a transaction can exceed the HTM’s capacity limits, in practice it is hard to predict the footprint of a transaction a priori.
3. Finally, there are some operations that Intel’s HTM cannot accommodate within transactions. We call these operations “HTM-unfriendly” operations. Any DBR that contains an HTM-unfriendly instruction not only cannot be executed in a transaction (and hence must be handled separately), but it clearly cannot be merged with other regions to create a larger transaction. Some of these HTM-unfriendly operations can be identified statically, but other HTM-unfriendly operations, such as hard page faults, are difficult to predict.

Note that each of these issues is, essentially, dynamic. It is hard to tell whether merging regions together into a transaction will trigger an abort. Moreover, the implications of each of these issues for region merging is different. Region conflicts are unpredictable and inherently transient, meaning that an abort due to a region conflict is nondeterministic. While executing larger transactions may result in more wasted work, it is often the case that simply re-executing the transaction will result in successful completion (though the transaction may inherently be high conflict, in which case merging fewer regions and executing a smaller transaction may be cost effective, or even necessary to make progress).

On the other hand, if transactions abort due to capacity limits or HTM-unfriendly instructions, re-executing exactly the same transaction will likely still result in an abort. If a transaction aborts due to a capacity constraint, it may be necessary to merge fewer regions into the transaction prior to attempting to re-execute the transaction. Furthermore, if a transaction aborts due to an HTM-unfriendly instruction, it might be necessary to execute just that region using a non-HTM fallback mechanism (see Section 6.3) to make progress.

While all of these issues push for merging fewer regions into each transaction, minimizing overhead argues for merging as many regions as possible into a single transaction.
Basic Merging Algorithm

Putting it all together, mitigating the overhead of HTM while accounting for its limits suggests the following dynamic approach to merging regions:

- Begin a transaction prior to executing a region. Execute the region transactionally.

- If execution reaches the end of the region without aborting, execute the following region as part of the same transaction.

- If a transaction aborts and rolls back, determine the reason for its abort. If the abort was transient, such as due to a page fault or a region conflict, retry the transaction. If the abort was due to capacity limits or HTM-unfriendly instructions, retry the transaction but end the transaction prior to the region that caused the problem. Begin a new transaction before executing the next region.

While this basic merging algorithm is attractive, and greedily merges as many regions as possible into each transaction, there are several practical limitations. First, note that a transaction has to abort at least once before it can commit, which will waste a lot of work. Second, when a transaction aborts, Intel's HTM implementation provides no way to know when or where the transaction aborted. In other words, we cannot know which DBR actually triggered the abort—there is no way to communicate this information back from an aborted transaction—which means that we do not know when to end the re-executed transaction and begin the next one.

Thus we cannot rely on tracking the abort location to determine when to stop merging regions and commit a transaction. Instead, we need a target number of regions to merge
if (−−T.regionsExec == 0) {
    XEND();
    T.regionsExec = T.controller.onCommit();
    eax = −1; // reset HTM error code register

    abortHandler:
    if (eax != −1) { // reached here via abort?
        T.regionsExec = T.controller.onAbort();
    }
    XBEGIn(abortHandler);
    // if TX aborts: sets _eax and jumps to abortHandler
}

Figure 6.1: Legato’s instrumentation at a DBR boundary. T is the currently executing thread. When a transaction has merged the target number of regions (T.regionsExec == 0) or aborts (control jumps to abortHandler), the instrumentation queries the controller (Figure 6.2) for the number of DBRs to merge in the next transaction.

together. While executing a transaction, if the target number of regions is met, the transaction commits (even if more regions could have been merged into the transaction), and the next region executes in a new transaction.

Figure 6.1 shows the instrumentation that Legato uses at region boundaries to implement this target-based merging strategy. T.regionsExec is a per-thread integer that tracks how many more DBRs to merge together in the current transaction. Once the target number of regions have been merged, the transaction commits, and the instrumentation queries a controller to determine the next target (line 3). If a transaction aborts, the instrumentation queries the controller for a new target (line 7).

Note that the controller logic executes only at transaction boundaries (lines 2–9). In contrast, each region boundary executes only an inexpensive decrement and check (line 1).

So how should the controller determine the merge target? In general, if transactions are successfully committing, then it is probably safe to be more aggressive in merging regions together. On the other hand, if transactions are frequently aborting, Legato is probably
being too aggressive in merging and should merge fewer regions into each transaction.

Next we describe Legato’s controller design.

**A Setpoint Controller**

Because different programs, as well as phases during a program’s execution, have different characteristics—e.g., different region footprints and different likelihoods of region conflicts—we cannot pick a single merge target throughout execution. Instead, our approach should try to infer this target dynamically. Borrowing from the control theory literature, we call the target number of regions the *setpoint*, and the algorithm that selects the setpoint the *setpoint algorithm*.

The key to the setpoint algorithm is that there are two targets: the setpoint, setPoint, which is the “steady state” target for merging regions together, and the current target, currTarget, which is the target for merging regions together during the current transaction’s execution. (The controller returns currTarget’s value to the instrumentation in Figure 6.1.)

We distinguish between these two targets for a simple reason. Legato attempts to execute regions together in a transaction until it hits the setpoint, at which point the transaction commits. But what happens if the transaction aborts before hitting the setpoint? There are two possible inferences that could be drawn from this situation:

1. The abort is a temporary setback, e.g., due to a capacity limit exceeded by this combination of regions. It may be necessary to merge together fewer regions to get past the roadblock, but there is no need to become less aggressive in merging regions overall. In this case, it might be useful to temporarily reduce currTarget, but eventually increase currTarget so that currTarget = setPoint.
2. The abort reflects a new phase of execution for the program—for example, moving to a higher-contention phase of the program—where it might be prudent to be less aggressive in merging regions. The right approach then is to lower \texttt{setPoint}, in order to suffer fewer aborts.

These considerations lead to the design of Legato’s control algorithm, which is expressed as a finite state machine with three states, described in Figure 6.2. Each thread uses its own instance of the state machine. In the \textsc{Steady} state, whenever a transaction commits, the controller views this as evidence that merging can be more aggressive, so it increases \texttt{setPoint} and sets \texttt{currTarget} to \texttt{setPoint}. When a transaction aborts, the controller decreases both \texttt{setPoint} and \texttt{currTarget}. An abort moves the controller into \textsc{Pessimistic} state, which continues to decrease \texttt{currTarget} if more aborts occur. If a transaction \textit{commits} while the controller is in \textsc{Pessimistic} state, the controller does not assume that it is safe to become more aggressive immediately. Instead, the controller keeps the current target, and it moves to \textsc{Optimistic} state, where it can be aggressive again.

Note that \texttt{currTarget} increases and decreases \textit{geometrically}, while \texttt{setPoint} increases and decreases \textit{arithmetically}. In other words, the current target fluctuates quickly to capture transient effects such as capacity limits, while the setpoint, which represents the steady-state merge target, fluctuates more slowly, to capture slower effects such as changing phases of the program.

Our experiments use a value of 2 for $C_{decr}$. The idea is that, given the lack of knowledge about the abort location, it is equally probable that a transaction aborted during its first half as its second half. Our experiments use fixed values for $S_{inc}$ and $S_{dec}$ chosen from a sensitivity study (Section 6.4.3).
Figure 6.2: A state machine describing transitions in the setpoint algorithm when `onCommit` and `onAbort` are called by the instrumentation. In all cases, the state machine returns `currTarget`. 

STEADY

*On Commit:*
1. `setPoint ← setPoint + S_{inc}`
2. `currTarget ← setPoint`

*On Abort:*
1. `setPoint ← setPoint − S_{dec}`
2. `currTarget ← min(currTarget/C_{decr}, setPoint)`
3. ⇒ PESSIMISTIC state

PESSIMISTIC

*On Commit:*
1. ⇒ OPTIMISTIC state

*On Abort:*
1. `currTarget ← currTarget / C_{decr}`

OPTIMISTIC

*On Commit:*
1. `currTarget ← min(currTarget × C_{incr}, setPoint)`
2. if `currTarget = setPoint` then ⇒ STEADY state

*On Abort:*
1. `currTarget ← currTarget / C_{decr}`
2. ⇒ PESSIMISTIC state
6.2.3 Designing a Fallback

Legato requires a fallback mechanism when it encounters a single DBR that cannot be executed transactionally (e.g., if the region contains an HTM-unfriendly instruction). The fallback mechanism must allow the region to execute in a non-speculative manner while still maintaining atomicity with respect to other, speculatively executing regions. Because we find that the fallback is needed infrequently, Legato uses a simple, global spin lock to provide atomicity in these situations. If a single-DBR transaction (i.e., $\text{currTarget} = 1$) aborts, Legato’s instrumentation acquires a global lock for the duration of the DBR, ensuring atomicity with respect to other, non-speculative regions. To ensure atomicity with respect to other, speculatively executing regions, each speculative region must check whether the global lock is held, and abort if so. Existing speculative lock elision approaches use similar logic to elide critical sections [RG01, ZWAT+08, RHH09, YHLR13, DKL+14].

We modify the instrumentation from Figure 6.1 so that, immediately prior to committing a transaction, Legato checks whether the global lock is held. If it is, Legato conservatively aborts the transaction.

6.2.4 Discussion: Extending Legato to Elide Locks

Although individual DBRs are bounded by synchronization operations such as lock acquire and release operations, a multi-DBR transaction may include lock acquires and releases. Thus, it is entirely possible for an executed transaction to include both the start and end of a critical section. Therefore, with modest extensions to its design, Legato can naturally execute the critical section without acquiring the lock, in a generalization of lock elision [RG01, ZWAT+08, RHH09, YHLR13, DKL+14]. Legato’s approach can even execute several critical sections, including nested critical sections, inside a single transaction.
Although extending the design is minor, changing the implementation’s handling of program locks would involve major changes to the locking and threading subsystems, so we leave this exploration for future work.

6.3 Implementation

Although Legato’s approach is distinctly different from EnfoRSer’s [SBZ+15], we have built Legato in the same JVM instance as our publicly available implementation of EnfoRSer, to minimize any irrelevant empirical differences between the two implementations. We have made our Legato implementation publicly available on the Jikes RVM Research Archive.

We extend Jikes RVM to generate TSX operations by borrowing from publicly available patches by Ritson et al. [RUJ14].

Compilation and instrumentation. EnfoRSer, modifies only the optimizing compiler, due to the complexities of transforming programs to provide the memory model; it modifies baseline-compiled code to simulate the performance of enforcing DBRS (refer Section 4.3).

Jikes RVM’s dynamic compilers automatically insert yield points—points in the code where a thread can yield, e.g., for stop-the-world garbage collection or for online profiling [AG05]—into compiled code. Yield points are typically at each method’s entry and exit and at loop back edges. Thus they demarcate statically and dynamically bounded regions, which EnfoRSer uses to enforce statically bounded region serializability (DBRS). Unlike EnfoRSer, Legato does not require statically bounded regions. Nevertheless, Jikes RVM’s yield points provide convenient region boundaries, so Legato adopts them. Legato
instruments all yield points and synchronization operations as DBR boundaries. For efficiency and to avoid executing the yield point handler in a transaction, Legato inserts its region boundary instrumentation so that the yield point executes in the instrumentation slow path (see Figure 6.1). This instrumentation performs the yield point logic only after ending a transaction and before starting the next transaction.

**Handling HTM-unfriendly events and instructions.** For instructions and events that we can identify at compile time as HTM unfriendly (Section 6.2.2), which are often in internal JVM code, the implementation forcibly ends the current transaction, and starts another transaction after the instruction. For unexpected HTM-unfriendly instructions and events, Legato already handles them by falling back to a global lock after a single-DBR transaction aborts.

Our implementation executes application code, including Java library code called by the application, in transactions. Since compiled application code frequently calls into the VM, transactions may include VM code. If the VM code is short, it makes sense to execute it transactionally. However, the VM code may be lengthy or contain HTM-unfriendly instructions. We thus instrument VM code’s region boundaries (yield points) like application boundaries—except that VM code does not start a new transaction after committing the current transaction. Since some VM code is “uninterruptible” and executes no yield points, Legato unconditionally ends the current transaction at a few points we have identified that commonly abort (e.g., the object allocation “slow path”). Whenever a thread ends a transaction in VM code, it starts a new transaction upon re-entering application code.
6.4 Evaluation

This section evaluates the performance and run-time characteristics of Legato, compared with alternative approaches.

6.4.1 Setup and Methodology

EnfoRSer implementation. EnfoRSer provides multiple compiler transformations for ensuring atomicity; our experiments use EnfoRSer’s speculation transformation because it performs best (refer Section 4.4) [SBZ+15].

EnfoRSer can use the results of whole-program static race detection analysis (refer Section 4.4 and Section 5.4) [SBZ+15, SCBK15]. However, to avoid relying on the “closed-world hypothesis” (Chapter 7) and to make EnfoRSer more directly comparable with Legato (which does not use whole-program static analysis), our experiments do not use any whole-program static analysis. Legato does not rely on any pre-processing of programs with whole-program static analysis, simplifying its deployability compared to the version of EnfoRSer that uses the results of static analysis.

Environment. The experiments run on a single-socket Intel Xeon E5-2683 system with 14 cores and one hardware thread per core (we disable hyperthreading), running Linux 3.10.0. Although Intel has disabled TSX in this processor because of a known vulnerability, the vulnerability does not affect non-malicious code, so we explicitly enable TSX.
Table 6.1: Dynamic execution characteristics. Three programs spawn threads proportional to the number of cores $c$, which is 14 in our experiments. The last three columns report memory accesses executed, statically bounded regions executed, and their ratio.

**Benchmarks.** In our experiments, modified Jikes RVM executes (1) the large workload size of the multithreaded DaCapo benchmarks [BGH+06] versions 2006-10-MR2 and 9.12-bach (2009), distinguished by suffixes 6 and 9, using only programs that Jikes RVM can run, and (2) fixed-workload versions of SPECjbb2000 and SPECjbb2005.$^{19}$
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th><strong>Staccato</strong></th>
<th></th>
<th><strong>Legato</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trans.</td>
<td>Abort rate</td>
<td>Trans.</td>
<td>DBRs /</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>trans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eclipse6</td>
<td>$5.0 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>&lt;0.1%</td>
<td>$4.4 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hsqldb6</td>
<td>$4.2 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>&lt;0.1%</td>
<td>$8.8 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lusearch6</td>
<td>$8.9 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>$3.5 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xalan6</td>
<td>$5.1 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>$2.3 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avrora9</td>
<td>$1.4 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>$1.1 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jython9</td>
<td>$4.5 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>&lt;0.1%</td>
<td>$3.5 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lusearch9</td>
<td>$8.2 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>$2.8 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pmd9</td>
<td>$3.5 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>$1.5 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sunflow9</td>
<td>$3.3 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>$5.3 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xalan9</td>
<td>$4.5 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>$2.2 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pjbb2000</td>
<td>$1.2 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>&lt;0.1%</td>
<td>$3.9 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pjbb2005</td>
<td>$3.6 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>$5.0 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Transaction commits and aborts for Staccato and Legato, and average DBRs and memory accesses per transaction for Legato.
Execution methodology. For each configuration of EnfoRSer and Legato, we build a high-performance Jikes RVM executable, which adaptively optimizes the application as it runs and uses the default high-performance garbage collector, which adjusts the heap size automatically.

Each performance result is the mean of 15 runs, with 95% confidence intervals shown. Each reported statistic is the mean of 8 statistics-gathering runs.

6.4.2 Run-Time Characteristics

The Threads columns in Table 6.1 report the total number of threads spawned and maximum number of live threads for each evaluated program. The Dynamic events columns report the number of executed memory accesses, the number of executed dynamically bounded regions (i.e., the number of region boundaries executed), and the average number of memory accesses executed per DBR. Each program executes between hundreds of millions and tens of billions of memory accesses. The average DBR size for each program varies from 1.4 to 6.9 executed memory accesses.

Table 6.2 reports committed and aborted transactions for the default configuration of Legato that uses the setpoint-based merging algorithm (right half), compared with a configuration of Legato that does no merging, which we call Staccato\(^{20}\) (left half). The two Trans. columns show the number of committed transactions for Staccato and Legato, respectively. The DBRs / trans. column shows the number of DBRs executed per committed transaction for Legato. Note that Staccato executes one DBR per transaction.\(^{21}\) As the

\(^{20}\)In music, “staccato” means to play each note disconnected from the others.

\(^{21}\)Although one might expect the number of transactions executed by Staccato to be exactly equal to the number of regions per benchmark from Table 6.1, they differ because (i) the measurements are taken from different runs, and (ii) in Staccato, not every region executes in a transaction, due to the fallback mechanism.
table shows, on average Legato reduces the executed transactions by 1–2 orders of magnitude compared with Staccato. The Acc. / trans. column shows that a typical transaction in Legato executes dozens or hundreds of memory accesses.

While the reduction in committed transactions represents the benefit provided by Legato’s merging of DBRs into transactions, Legato’s Abort rate columns represent the cost of merging. The Total column shows the total number of aborts, as a percentage of total committed transactions (the Trans. column). Most programs have an abort rate between 10% and 30%, which is substantial. In contrast, the abort rate for Staccato is significantly lower: typically less than 1% and at most 3.2%. The values in parentheses show the breakdown of aborts into four categories (again as a percentage of committed transactions): conflict and capacity aborts; explicit aborts when the global fallback lock is held (Section 6.2.3); and other reasons (Section 6.1). For most programs, conflicts are the primary cause of aborts; conflicts are difficult to predict since they involve cross-thread interactions. In general, it is worthwhile for Legato to “risk” conflicts in order to merge transactions and avoid per-transaction costs. The second-most common cause of aborts is “other”; although RTM’s abort error code provides no information about these aborts, by using the Linux perf tool we find that most of these aborts are due to system calls inside the VM, existing exceptions in the program, and system interrupts.
Figure 6.3: Run-time overhead of providing DBRS with three approaches: software-based EnfoRSer; Staccato, which executes each DBR in a transaction; and the default Legato configuration that merges multiple DBRs into transactions. The programs are separated into low- and high-communication behavior, with component and overall geomeans reported.
6.4.3 Performance

Figure 6.3 compares the performance of three approaches that provide DBRS: EnfoRSer [SBZ+15]; Staccato, which executes each DBR in its own transaction; and the default Legato configuration. Each result is the run-time overhead over baseline execution (unmodified Jikes RVM). Since EnfoRSer adds dramatically different overhead depending on the amount of cross-thread communication between memory accesses (Section 4.4), the figure divides the programs into whether they have low or high rates of communicating memory accesses, leading to low or high EnfoRSer overhead, respectively. We categorize programs as “high communication” if ≥0.1% of all memory accesses trigger biased reader–writer locks’ “explicit communication” protocol [SBZ+15, BKC+13].

For the four high-communication programs, EnfoRSer adds nearly 60% overhead or more; for pjbb2005, EnfoRSer adds over 120% overhead. Unsurprisingly, pjbb2005 has the highest percentage of accesses involved in cross-thread communication, 0.5% [BKC+13].

In contrast, the run-time overhead of Staccato is not correlated with cross-thread communication, but is instead dominated by the costs of starting and ending transactions. On average, Staccato adds 175% run-time overhead due to the high cost of frequent transaction boundaries. This result shows that applying commodity HTM naively to provide DBRS is a nonstarter, motivating Legato’s contributions.

Legato improves over both Staccato and EnfoRSer by amortizing per-transaction costs and by avoiding EnfoRSer’s highly variable costs tied to communicating memory accesses. By merging transactions, Legato reduces average run-time overhead to 33%, compared with 175% without merging, despite incurring a significantly higher abort rate than Staccato (Table 6.2). Legato’s overhead is relatively stable across programs, and is at most 50% for
any program. On average, Legato adds 32% and 35%, respectively for the low- and high-communication programs. Notably, Legato’s average overhead for high-communication programs (35%) is significantly lower than EnfoRSer’s average overhead for these programs (74%). Not only does Legato significantly outperform EnfoRSer on average (33% versus 40%, respectively), but Legato’s overhead is more stable and less sensitive to shared-memory interactions.

**Legato’s performance breakdown.** We used partial configurations to find more insights into the 33% run-time overhead of Legato. Instrumentation at region boundaries adds an overhead of 12%. The remaining overhead of 21% comes from beginning and ending transactions, aborting and running inside transactions. We have found it difficult to concretely separate out these costs.

**Sensitivity study.** As presented in Section 6.2.2, Legato maintains a per-thread setpoint, setPoint, that it adjusts in response to transaction commits and aborts. The setpoint algorithm’s state machine (Figure 6.2) uses $S_{inc}$ and $S_{dec}$ to adjust setPoint. By default, Legato uses the parameters $S_{inc} = 1$ and $S_{dec} = 10$; our rationale for these choices is that the marginal cost of an aborted transaction is significantly more than the cost of executing shorter transactions.

Here we evaluate sensitivity to the parameters $S_{inc}$ and $S_{dec}$. Figure 6.4 shows the run-time overhead of Legato with each combination of 1 and 10 for these values. The first configuration, Legato $S_{inc} = 1$, $S_{dec} = 10$, corresponds to the default Legato configuration used in the rest of the evaluation. The second configuration, Legato $S_{inc} = 10$, $S_{dec} = 1$, shows that performance is sensitive to large changes in these parameters; its high overhead validates the intuition behind keeping the $S_{inc}/S_{dec}$ ratio small. The last two
configurations both set $S_{inc} = S_{dec}$; their overheads fall between the overheads of the first two configurations.

The *magnitudes* of $S_{inc}$ and $S_{dec}$ represent how quickly the algorithm adjusts to phased behavior. We find that for other values of $S_{inc}$ and $S_{dec}$ within 2X of the default values (results not shown), the magnitudes do not significantly affect average performance. Instead, the results suggest that the $S_{inc}/S_{dec}$ ratio is most important, and a ratio of about 0.1 provides the best performance on average.

**Dynamic vs. fixed setpoints.** Legato uses a dynamic setpoint algorithm that adjusts the setpoint based on recent execution behavior. An alternative approach is to use a fixed setpoint throughout the entire execution, which cannot handle differences between programs or a program’s phases. Section 6.5 evaluates this alternative, finding that the best fixed setpoint differs from program to program. While the best fixed setpoint for each application provides similar performance to Legato’s dynamic setpoint algorithm, Legato does not require per-application tuning.

**Compilation time.** For both EnfoRSer and Legato, the dynamic, just-in-time compilers in Jikes RVM insert instrumentation into the compiled code. EnfoRSer performs complex compiler analyses and transformations that generate significantly more code than the original program; unlike Legato, EnfoRSer analyzes, transforms, and instruments memory accesses, branches, arithmetic instructions, and other instructions. In contrast, Legato limits its instrumentation to region boundaries. In a just-in-time compilation setting, the additional compilation time translates into extra execution time for several reasons: (1) the extra compilation time itself (although Jikes RVM uses a separate optimizing compiler thread); (2) the effect on downstream optimizations and transformations that must handle
Figure 6.4: Sensitivity of run-time performance to the parameters to Legato’s dynamic setpoint algorithm.

Figure 6.5: Just-in-time compilation overhead of providing DBRS with EnfoRSer versus Legato.
more code; and (3) the opportunity cost of not being able to optimize code as quickly, and thus executing less-optimized code overall.

Figure 6.5 shows the compilation time added by EnfoRSer and Legato for the same executions used for Figure 6.3. We emphasize that since compilation occurs at run time, these costs are already reflected in overall execution time; in fact, Legato’s compilation overhead advantage is somewhat muted by the fact that Jikes RVM’s adaptive optimization system [AFG+00] naturally performs less compilation as compilation becomes more expensive (i.e., Legato optimizes more methods than EnfoRSer). The figure shows that on average Legato adds one-third as much compilation overhead over the baseline (unmodified Jikes RVM) as EnfoRSer: 138% versus 45%. These results show that the best-performing existing approach that targets commodity systems, relies on complex, costly compiler analyses and transformations. In contrast, Legato uses only relatively simple instrumentation at region boundaries (cf. Figure 6.1).

**Space overhead.** Section 6.6 reports space overhead of EnfoRSer and Legato over an unmodified JVM. EnfoRSer and Legato incur average space overhead of 29% and 2%, respectively, mainly because EnfoRSer adds per-object metadata while Legato does not.

### 6.5 Fixed Versus Dynamic Setpoints

Figure 6.7 evaluates the performance of Legato’s dynamic setpoint algorithm, compared with an alternative strategy of using a fixed setpoint for the entire execution. **Legato default (dynamic setpoint)** is the default Legato configuration evaluated in Section 6.4. The figure shows a horizontal line indicating the overhead of default Legato. **Legato w/fixed setpoint** uses a fixed setpoint (i.e., a constant value of `setPoint` for the entire execution). The figure plots the run-time overhead of *Legato w/fixed setpoint* for various fixed setpoint...
values, from 2 to 4096. Each point is the mean of 10 trials, with the interval showing 95% confidence intervals.

Most programs have a fixed setpoint at which they incur the lowest run-time overhead. However, the best-performing setpoint is not constant across benchmarks. Legato’s default algorithm closely replicates the performance of the best fixed setpoint on certain instances and fails on other occasions. The absence of a best-performing fixed setpoint across benchmarks proves that rigorous per-application profiling is required to use Legato w/ fixed setpoint effectively. In contrast, the default Legato algorithm can avoid per-application profiling and yet provide performance close to the best-known fixed setpoint. On average, across benchmarks, the default algorithm improves performance compared to any single fixed setpoint (Figure 6.7(n)).

### 6.6 Space Overhead

This section provides a comparison of space overhead added by EnfoRSer and Legato. We define the memory usage of an execution as the maximum heap memory in use after any full-heap garbage collection (GC). The experiments use the default, high-performance, generational GC in Jikes RVM and allow GC to adjust the heap size automatically (Section 6.4.3).

Figure 6.6 shows that the memory usage overhead incurred (over an unmodified JVM) by EnfoRSer (29%) is significantly higher than by Legato (2%). We believe EnfoRSer’s space overhead is higher mainly because EnfoRSer adds a word to each object’s header to act as a lightweight biased reader–writer lock (Section 4.1.3) [SBZ+15, BKC+13]. In contrast, Legato relies on the intrinsic conflict detection capabilities of commodity HTM. Another potential factor is that EnfoRSer’s compiler passes use heavyweight analysis and
transformations at run time, generating many objects and triggering more frequent GCs, although we expect most of these objects to be short-lived and not survive full-heap GCs. Legato provides repeatedly lower space overhead than the baseline for pjbb2000, presumably because Legato’s allocation behavior leads to triggering GC at points when the working set size is relatively smaller than the points when GC occurs in the baseline.

6.7 Summary

Among prior approaches providing bounded RS, only one, our work discussed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 [SBZ+15, SCBK15] does not rely on custom hardware. In this chapter, our focus was also on supporting commodity systems—which now provide best-effort HTM. While EnfoRSer has relatively low overhead (36% and 40% on the architecture used by Legato), it suffers from several serious drawbacks. First, it uses complex compiler analyses and transformations that limit adoption and affect execution time in a just-in-time
Figure 6.7: Performance of Legato’s dynamic setpoint algorithm compared with Legato using various fixed setpoints, for each benchmark and across benchmarks. X-axis plots fixed set points.
compilation environment. Second, EnfoRSer achieves low overhead by employing a form of lightweight, biased reader–writer lock [BKC⁺13] that adds low overhead for programs with relatively few inter-thread dependences. For programs with even modest levels of communication, the biased locks slow programs substantially [SBZ⁺15, BKC⁺13]. In this chapter, we address these two keys issues by leveraging commodity HTM to enable cheaper conflict detection. The technique addresses the high per-transaction cost via merging multiple regions into a single transaction. It addresses abort cost by using a control-theoretic technique that dynamically adapts to transient and phased program behavior on the fly. It overcomes the limitations and complexity of existing work. Unlike prior approaches, Legato maintains consistent overhead even in the face of applications with many communicating threads, making it more suitable for applications with diverse communication patterns, and giving it more predictable performance overall.

### 6.8 Impact and Meaning

Legato is the first technique to use HTM efficiently and at scale—to resolve a deep-rooted memory consistency problem. Prior to this work, HTM has primarily been used to provide atomicity using speculative lock elision [RG01, ZWAT⁺08, YHLR13] or to provide scalable synchronization solutions in multiple areas [RB13, RUJ14, AOS15, ZLJ16, LGPS15, MKTD14, LXG⁺14], except one work that provides unbounded RS [OS15] (Chapter 7). Legato significantly changes the state of the art in bounded RS enforcement, both in the treatment of design and in the quality of performance. Legato simplifies data-race-freedom enforcement on commodity hardware—involving only minimal changes to
the runtime. We believe that this novel mechanism to utilize existing hardware for developing memory consistency models, will foster coordinated effort by researchers working on language memory models as well as new hardware.
Chapter 7: Related Work

Chapter 2 discusses the prior work and ideas directly related to memory models, reducing the overhead of dynamic analyses, and programming models. This chapter discusses work comparable to and related to our work that were not discussed in Chapter 2.

Checking for region conflicts. This dissertation proposes three distinct techniques to enforce atomicity of bounded regions based on the idea that harmful effects of programmer induced errors can be eliminated using compiler and runtime techniques. In contrast to this ideology, prior work treats data races as exceptions that terminate the program and hence checks for region conflict freedom (RCF) in order to detect sequential consistency (SC) violations and region serializability (RS) violations due to data races [EDLC\textsuperscript{+}12, MSM\textsuperscript{+}10, SMN\textsuperscript{+}11, LCS\textsuperscript{+}10, GG91, BZBL15]. These regions can be delimited only by synchronization operations [LCS\textsuperscript{+}10, EDLC\textsuperscript{+}12] or statically bounded to simplify the hardware [MSM\textsuperscript{+}10, SMN\textsuperscript{+}11] complexity and design. These approaches rely on custom hardware [MSM\textsuperscript{+}10, SMN\textsuperscript{+}11, LCS\textsuperscript{+}10, GG91] or add high overhead [EDLC\textsuperscript{+}12] while monitoring state in large unbounded regions. However, checking RCF can generate errors unexpectedly, even for executions for which serializability is not violated. In contrast, this dissertation enforces RCF and thus RS in commodity systems.
Another serializability-based model. O’Neill and Stone use TSX to provide speculation-based atomicity for *observationally cooperative multithreading* (OCM) [OS15]. In OCM, all program code is in atomic regions, but the regions are not dynamically bounded. The OCM implementation uses TSX’s HLE implementation, which automatically falls back to a global lock for transactions that abort; the main performance challenge is serialized execution resulting from regions that abort when executed as TSX transactions. In contrast, we find in Chapter 6, Legato’s regions generally fit in a TSX transaction; the main challenge is merging regions into transactions to balance competing costs.

Dynamic atomic regions. Prior work proposes customized hardware to execute code in atomic regions, enabling aggressive speculative optimizations that can be rolled back if necessary [DGB+03, MK12]. Mars and Kumar address one challenge in such settings: data conflicts can cause atomic optimization regions to roll back excessively [MK12]. They introduce a framework to mitigate the effect of shared-memory conflicts that lead to mis-speculations or “squashes.” Their technique, called *BlockChop*, uses a composition of retries, delay, translation to finer-grained regions, and fallback to conflict-free interpretation mode to significantly reduce the number of misspeculations, exploiting the right tradeoff between the costs of these mechanisms. While BlockChop shows the cost of conflicting accesses to be a significant contributor to overheads, Legato’s approach to DBRS enforcement, shows that in current commercial hardware, the cost of start and end of transactions is prohibitive. Essentially, because of their different objectives and constraints, BlockChop favors reducing region sizes to reduce conflicts while Legato favors increasing region sizes to reduce overhead.
**Using whole-program static analysis.** Whole-program static analysis can identify potential data races between static program memory accesses [NAW06, NA07]. However, sound (no missed races) static analysis suffers from two main problems. First, its precision scales poorly with program size and complexity. Second, whole-program static analysis relies on the so-called “closed-world hypothesis”—that all of the code is available at compile time—which fails to hold for dynamically loaded languages such as Java. However, prior work has used static analysis to identify accesses where instrumentation would be “redundant” due to preceding instrumentation for the same object [FF13, BKC+13]. In spite of the aforementioned limitations, EnfoRSer, presented in Chapter 4 uses the results of sound static analysis to avoid instrumenting definitely data-race-free accesses, reducing average overhead from 36% to 27% [SBZ+15]. In follow-up work, presented in Chapter 5, we extend EnfoRSer to provide atomicity of low-contention regions with coarse-grained pessimistic locks, using static pairs of potentially racy accesses to identify regions that should use the same lock [SCBK15]. In contrast, Legato, presented in Chapter 6 does not rely on whole-program static analysis or the closed-world hypothesis.

**Leveraging Static locks.** To provide deterministic replay for racy programs, Chimera records an execution by recording not only its synchronization operations but also the ordering between accesses involved in data races [LCFN12]. Chimera uses the same static lock for each pair of accesses that potentially race with each other, according to conservative static analysis, similar to EnfoRSer-S’s selection of static locks based on the RACE relation as discussed in Chapter 5. Using static locks slows programs by more than an order of magnitude. To reduce the overhead of acquiring a lock at each potentially racy access, Chimera coarsens lock granularity in cases where profiling predicts that two regions
using the same lock will contend infrequently. While lock coarsening is similar in spirit to EnfoRSer-S and EnfoRSer-H’s use of the SRSL relation to acquire a single lock for each region, Chimera’s coarsening can potentially lead to high contention because its regions are in general neither statically nor dynamically bounded. Chimera relies on symbolic execution in order to associate address ranges with coarsened locks to minimize false conflicts. This approach is mostly beneficial to avoid repeated false conflicts inside loops. EnfoRSer-H avoids such optimizations since loop back edges are natural boundaries of dynamically bounded regions.

Aside from the fact that Chimera focuses on recording cross-thread dependencies, whereas our work presented in Chapter 5 enforces atomicity, the two approaches differ in two important ways. First, Chimera uses only static locks associated with static code locations (sites or regions); it makes no use of what we call “dynamic locks”: locks associated with shared memory (objects). Although Chimera can achieve reasonable performance using static locks, our results show that EnfoRSer-S experiences very high contention with static locks alone (Section 5.4.2), suggesting that Chimera’s evaluated programs have significantly less contention than our evaluated programs. Second, since Chimera uses only static locks, it does not investigate hybridizing static and dynamic locks, which is the main contribution of EnfoRSer-D.

**Hybridizing locking mechanisms.** Chapter 5 of this dissertation targets a major source of overhead of enforcing DBRS: the overhead incurred by EnfoRSer-D to perform a lock acquire operation at every potentially racy memory access. An orthogonal cost is the performance penalty incurred by biased reader–writer locks for conflicting lock acquires that
require *communication* between threads [BKC\textsuperscript{+}13, SBZ\textsuperscript{+}15]. In other work, we have targeted this separate problem; that work chooses between *biased* and *unbiased* reader–writer locks based on run-time profile information [CZB14]. EnfoRSer-S and EnfoRSer-H could make use of that complementary approach in order to use a combination of biased and unbiased reader–writer locks for both dynamic and static locks.

Other prior work has combined synchronization mechanisms adaptively. For example, Usui et al. combine lock-based mutual exclusion and software transactional memory (STM) [UBES09]. Abadi et al. present an STM that adaptively changes how it detects conflicts for non-transactional accesses, depending on whether transactions access the same objects as non-transactional code [AHM09].

**Miscellaneous uses of commodity HTM.** Recent work applies HTM to concurrent and parallel garbage collection (GC) to overcome the complex synchronization problems. For example, the runtime needs to ensure mutual atomicity of an object access by the *mutator* and the movement of the same object by a moving collector [AOS15, RUJ14]. Chihuahua utilizes HTM’s strong atomicity property to preclude complex synchronization and enable transactional movement of objects. Ritson et al. use HTM in order to synchronize efficiently between GC threads in parallel collection and between GC and mutator threads in concurrent copying collection, attaining speed-up in the latter [RUJ14]. *TxIntro* uses TSX to detect malicious modification to VM data structures without stopping the VM—leveraging TSX’s strong atomicity [LXG\textsuperscript{+}14]. There is work on race detection using custom hardware and HTM [GSC\textsuperscript{+}09]. Recent work uses TSX to detect data races and for deterministic replay. *TxRace* uses commodity HTM as a low-overhead filter to detect potential data races; it detects data races precisely by re-executing aborted transactional code with
instrumentation-based race detection [ZLJ16]. Matar et al. use TSX to ensure atomicity of a happens-before data race detector’s [FF09] metadata checks and updates [MKTD14]. TSXProf records the commit order of TSX transactions and replays the order with debuggable software transactions [LGPS15]. In contrast, Legato, presented in this dissertation, enforces an end-to-end memory model, DBRS, by executing all code in transactions that are at least as large as DBRs.

**Software transactional memory.** Chapter 2 discusses background on transactional memory (TM), specifically hardware transactional memory (HTM). After years of research in TM, HTM is part of commercial hardware [WGW12, int12]. However, language level support for TM—*software transactional memory* (STM) is yet to appear in mainstream languages like C++ and Java. Typically, STMs, as the name suggests, are purely software-based [SMAT07, DSS10b, ZHCB15, WMvP09]. In contrast, HTM transactions might fail to complete and hence fallback on STM for completion [YHLR13, CHM16]. STMs usually use software-based reader-writer locks for conflict detection. An STM transaction also maintains read-write sets to track conflicts precisely. Therefore, a vast majority of designs suffer either from high single-threaded overhead or compromise on scalability while managing conflicts dynamically [SMAT07, DSS10b, SATH06, ZHCB15]. Section 4.4.3 provides evidence that even a stripped down version of STM can potentially incur high overheads for our use case—bounded region serializability. A significant literature exists that studies problems and solutions with respect to the interference of transactional and non-transactional code [SMAT07, DS09, HLR10]. Our work, executes all the code in transactions, barring region boundaries; hence bypassing the issue. Several STMs thoroughly study progress guarantees with respect to its design [SMAT07, DSS10b,
ZHCB15]. Our techniques in EnfoRSer and EnfoRSer-H could potentially show a lack of progress (e.g. livelock) which could be solved using established STM techniques that guarantee progress [ZHCB15]. However, for bounded regions, we didn’t encounter the issue in practice.
Chapter 8: Future Work and Potential Improvements

In the words of Paul Graham [Gra04]: “The difference between design and research seems to be a question of the good versus the new. Design doesn’t have to be new, but it has to be good. Research doesn’t have to be good, but it has to be new. I think these two paths converge at the top: the best design surpasses its predecessors by using new ideas, and the best research solves problems that are not only new, but worth solving. So ultimately design and research are aiming for the same destination, just approaching it from different directions.” I share the same opinion that research needs to be new than be perfect. However, good research should address a critical problem that has broad impacts. This dissertation proposes a new memory model (DBRS) for bounded region serializability to address a challenging and critical issue—enforcement of data-race-freedom. This work presents three novel and distinct ways to enforce DBRS. There can be several directions in which—DBRS as a memory model or the techniques used to practically enforce it—can be altered or augmented. This chapter describes ideas in that direction.
8.1 Strong Semantics for Transactional and Non-transactional Programs

Until now we have focused on providing atomicity of code regions that programmers expect to be atomic but the programmer did not explicitly use synchronization for the regions or used synchronization erroneously. In other words, several dynamically bounded regions that are expected to execute atomically are contained in synchronization-free regions. A critical section’s atomicity is enforced through locks or transactional memory (TM) [HM93]. Transactional programs suffer from weak semantic behaviors especially in the interaction of transactional and non-transactional code. Guaranteeing strong semantics is expensive and the state of the art notion of strong semantics for transactional programs still suffers from weak guarantees on relaxed memory models. Future work could investigate ways to provide semantics stronger than the state of the art for transactional programs. Critical sections in real-world code are often over-synchronized [ZLH+15] and researchers have used speculative lock-elision (SLE) techniques related to TM to enhance the performance of suboptimally synchronized programs [RG01, ZWAT+08, RHH09]. Our notion of strong semantics should, therefore, extend to both locks and transactions in a single system. An interesting direction is to provide stronger semantics than the state of the art for transactional or hybrid programs (e.g. SLE systems [RG01, ZWAT+08, RHH09]). Adding transactions to legacy code is challenging. Therefore, supporting user-defined transactions in a system will enable incremental deployment of the programs. We also conjecture that for a critical-section, both traditional locks or TM might be inefficient, and a technique based on two-phase locking akin to our means to provide DBRS using EnfoRSer might be more efficient. Therefore, future work should support user-defined transactions for better programmability with automatically chosen atomicity enforcement if the user does not
specify the choice. The system can be designed to support multiple forms of atomicity enforcement while still enforcing strong semantics at reasonable overheads.

8.2 Using Hardware Transactional Memory more Efficiently for DBRS

In Chapter 6, the limitations of adopting commodity HTM is addressed via Legato’s merging technique. However, EnfoRSer’X controller is conservative with respect to the actions taken in case of an abort due to the absence of the abort location in the information exposed by the hardware. An alternate approach could measure the duration of time elapsed, instead of regions executed, as the control variable in the merging algorithm. The rationale behind developing a merging algorithm with the notion of time is to predict the length of potentially successful future transactions. Although the size of the transaction that executed right before the abort is unknown, the length of time from transaction start until the end of transactional abort (including abort time \(\approx 150\) clock cycles [RB13]) can be computed. This insight provides a way to predict the size of the next transaction potentially more precisely than our work described in Section 6.2. The key idea in time-based merging algorithm is to use the knowledge of elapsed duration in order to decide the length of transactions dynamically. The \textit{RDTSC} instruction provides the elapsed time in cycles. At every region boundary, the time duration since the start of the transaction could decide if the transaction should be committed at that program point. Every transactional commit or abort could determine the length of time the next transaction would be allowed to run.

8.3 Providing Bounded Region Serializability with Record and Replay Support

In a system where DBRS is the default memory model, the debuggability of a program should be simpler as DBRS restricts program behavior more than other weaker memory
models. A future direction could be to provide record and replay support to concurrent programs executing under the DBRS memory model. The RDTSC instruction provides a guarantee that if \( t_1 < t_2 \), where \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) are invocations of the instruction on two different processors, then there is a happens-before order from the events preceding \( t_1 \) to the events succeeding \( t_2 \) [LGPS15]. This property can be capitalized to record a total ordering of Legato transactions along with transaction size, in terms of DBRs, in the record run. The replay run could enforce this schedule through wait or forced transactional aborts. This approach to record and replay the programs fits naturally with the DBRS memory model since the entire program is running as a sequence of transactions.
Chapter 9: Conclusion

In this chapter, we review the contribution of this dissertation in the overall context of making parallel programming with correctness easier for programmers to achieve. John Hennessy in an interview admits the challenge and according to him [O’H06], “..when we start talking about parallelism and ease of use of truly parallel computers, we’re talking about a problem that’s as hard as any that computer science has faced.” David Patterson in the same interview concurs with him on the difficulty of parallel programming: “..Parallel programming has proven to be a really hard concept. Just because you need a solution doesn’t mean you’re going to find it.” It is well known that parallel programming is hard and with the incredible challenge of writing correct and scalable programs, inevitably, synchronization bugs are part of any parallel software. Under this assumption, we believe that the compilers and runtime need to provide the correct semantics with ideally low overhead—targeting production systems—even if the programmers write ill-synchronized programs in the face of the challenge of exploiting parallel hardware. In this context, we summarize how this dissertation contributes in building automatic compiler and runtime techniques to eliminate bugs in concurrent software at reasonable overheads. We also highlight how building further analyses might be easier under the execution behavior that the proposed memory model provides.
9.1 Summary

- **Chapter 3** proposes a new memory model called dynamically bounded region serializability (DBRS) and motivates its utility as a strong end-to-end memory model that could be implemented efficiently. It also discusses progress guarantees in comparison with other strong memory models like SC [Lam79] and full-SFR RS [OCFN13]. A memory model based on serializability not only helps reasoning about programs easier but enables optimizations within the region. Dynamic analysis and model checkers [LCFN12, LWV+10, HZD13, VLW+11, BKC+15, CLL+02, MQ07] that provide determinism, performance, and correctness of parallel programs essentially try to solve the following key issue: *soundly tracking inter-thread dependences in presence of data races*. DBRS can significantly simplify these analyses by reducing the set of all possible thread interleavings.

- **Chapter 4** proposes a novel hybrid static–dynamic analysis which empirically demonstrates that DBRS can be made practical in commodity systems. The analysis called EnfoRSer uses strong compiler transformations and dynamic analysis to enforce DBRS. We implement adversarial memory [FF10], an additional analysis from prior work to expose bugs on relaxed memory models and then establish that DBRS eliminates several of these concurrency errors. Low-overhead implementation of DBRS shows a new direction in enabling strong semantics in concurrent software. The key contribution of this work is the insight and empirical evidence—that atomic execution of bounded regions can eliminate several concurrency bugs. Bounding the size of regions enable novel techniques that can keep the overhead of the atomicity enforcement low. EnfoRSer pioneers enforcement of bounded region serializability on
commodity hardware—which otherwise, until this work, was only investigated by hardware researchers [AQN+09, LDSC08].

- **Chapter 5** explores a design space that uses profiling and a cost model to automatically predict an efficient synchronization mechanism for a region. Different parts of a program enforce DBRS differently. The analysis reduces the instrumentation overhead of enforcing DBRS by using a single static lock instead of per-access locks. This distinction is achieveable for regions where finer granularity of conflict detection is unnecessary. This work demonstrates that for applications with high thread locality and a large number of accesses, this hybrid mode of providing atomicity is several times less expensive. This technique uses heterogeneous forms of atomicity enforcement in a single system while maintaining correctness in providing DBRS. EnfoRSer-H highlights a new direction in DBRS enforcement where application characteristics are utilized to provide the low-overhead enforcement of DBRS. The hybridization of locks provides evidence that different program segments could enforce atomicity differently.

- **Chapter 6** takes a orthogonal approach to DBRS enforcement as compared to the previous techniques presented in the dissertation. The availability of hardware transactional memory (HTM) in commodity processors makes it a viable choice for atomicity enforcement. Legato, the approach presented in this chapter is inspired by the simple abstraction and intrinsic conflict detection capability of HTM. While conflict detection proved to be expensive in EnfoRSer, the reader-writer locks introduced additional single threaded overhead. The atomicity transformations introduced compiler complexity and register pressure. Legato attempts to address these challenges.
using HTM. However, DBRS enforcement using HTM with one DBR per transaction incurs prohibitive overhead due to expensive TSX start and end instructions. Legato amortizes this overhead by merging multiple regions in a single transaction and solves the critical problem of balancing abort cost and per-transaction cost using a control theoretic approach. Its simple instrumentation at region boundaries and intrinsic conflict detection in the hardware eliminates the complexity of EnfoRSer. Legato attains stable overhead across programs of different characteristics outperforming EnfoRSer on an average. Legato is a step forward in unleashing the potential of commodity hardware in the enforcement of strong end-to-end memory consistency. More advanced hardware with improved conflict resolution (e.g. unlike the requester wins policy in TSX—the flexibility for the requester or the responder to win) and HTM friendly cache-coherence policies can simplify DBRS enforcement further.

9.2 Context and Meaning

The viewpoint of computing has changed due to constraints in technology. The designs moved focus from extracting performance out of instruction-level-parallelism in a single thread to designs that utilize thread-level parallelism. As the microarchitecture becomes more parallel with addition of cores on a die, the burden for writing correct and parallel code, is left to the software programmer. Understanding concurrency on existing memory models is a challenging task. Herb Sutter in his column for a monthly journal [dob05] comments on this enormous challenge. According to him, “Everybody who learns concurrency thinks they understand it, ends up finding mysterious races they thought weren’t possible,
and discovers that they didn’t actually understand it yet after all.” This reflects the complexity of semantics that a programmer needs to understand to avoid data races or debug data races while building a concurrent system. This dissertation attempts to address this acute problem through runtime support that provides strong semantics in programs with data races.

As discussed in Chapter 2, prior work proposes bounded region serializability with complex, custom hardware [CTMT07, AQN+09, MSM+10, SMN+11, LDSC08, LCS+10] for potential systems of the future. In contrast, this dissertation provides solutions that exploit commercial hardware to enable stronger semantic guarantees at reasonable runtime overheads. Commodity hardware makes the solutions readily usable.

A myriad of software rely on concurrency for performance and are afflicted by bugs which are extremely hard to detect and address. Our work strongly advocates that there is a definite need to design automatic language runtime solutions that guarantee strong semantics accepting the ubiquity of data races. The memory model that we proposed in this dissertation and the corroborating evidence—that atomically executing bounded regions could eliminate a large class of concurrency bugs—is a crucial step forward.

These findings could provide insights into designing new hardware. Adve and Boehm recommend software-hardware codesign and they believe [AB10]: “We believe that hardware that takes advantage of the emerging disciplined software programming models is likely to be more efficient than a software oblivious approach”. We believe, the insights and empirical evidence presented in this dissertation provide efficient solutions to enforce data-race-freedom on commodity hardware. While Adve and Boehm “call upon software and hardware communities to develop languages and systems that enforce data-race-freedom, and co-designed hardware that exploits and supports such semantics.” [AB10],
we believe this dissertation not only champions this cause by innovating commodity system solutions to data-race-freedom—but further provides insights that the hardware research community could leverage to build co-designed hardware for data-race-freedom.
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